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Fo~m No. 57 4
,INTERNATIONt- BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND 'EVELOPMENT

FFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. ner DATE: June 30,1949.

FROM: A. S. G. Hoar

SUBJECT:

1. Mr. Bayne telephoned from London this morning to say that,
when he was in Teheran, the Prime Minister had stated, in the presence
of half the Cabinet, that he wished for an immediate Bank loan of
between $50 and $60 million.

2. The reason for the changed attitude towards an immediate
loan from the Bank appears to be that Mr. Ebtehaj is now convinced
that he will not secure approval of the proposed reduction of the
note cover of the Central Bank.

3. Mr. Bayne has asked the Government to write to the Bank,
*zplaining the new situation and putting forward their ideas for a
loan but not making a formal application.

4. Meantime the Government have requested the Bank, through
Mr. Bayne, to prepare and forward to them suggested wording for
legislation both to authorize the Government to contract a direct
loan from the Bank, and to authorize the Government to guarantee
development loans from the Bank contracted by subsidiary agencies
of the Government or private corporations. With regadd to the
latter, Mr. Bayne said that the Government were thinking of setting
up a Plan Bank which would operate on Herstelbank lines.

5. The Government at the same time have requested through
Mr. Bayne that the Bank inform them of its maximum and minimum
rates of interest and term of loan. On this point Mr. Bayne merely
said that he would transmit their message.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Garner No. 6. D/o American Embassy,
DECLASSIFIED Cairo, Egypt.

Confidential 62013 une , 1949.

WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Garner,

I enclose a copy of a personal letter dated Tune 5th which
I have just received from Mr. yames Somerville, the Counselor of
the American Zmbassy in Tehran.

I had sent him a line from Baghdad to tell him that Mr. Bayne
would probably go to Tebran for a few days before he left fot Cairo.

You will observe that Mr. Somerville takes a somewhat gloomy
view of the situation:

(1) In the fi st place, he does not believe the Majlis will
permit a reduction in the note-cover requirement which w6uld have
enabled Ebtehaj to finance the development program for a year or
two without outside help;

(2) The inistryr of Finance has informed the PlAming Organization
that the maximum the latter can arpect from the oil royalties in any
one year is 7 million pounds (even if the royalties should be considerably
increased) instead of the 100% approved by the Majlis;

(3) Until Mardh 1950 the Planning Organization will only get a
total of 9.8 million pounds, instead of some 15 million it had expected,
because the Government needs the money for other purposes;

(4) But even of the 9.8 million pounds the Government has already
earmarked some 5 million pounds for various purposes (including the
railways), so that less than 5 million pounds will be available for
other projects;

(5) Many Persians therefore do not feel justified in paying the
OCI half a million dollars for general consultation, which the 00I
is apparently proposing, although several of its directors would prefer

/to

Mr. Robert L, Garner,
Vice President,
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development,
Washington 25, D.C.



to be free to seek contracts for their own firms;

(6) And finally, there is the difficulty that under present
legislat ion the Majlis must approve the terms of any loan, but as
the life of the Majlis now in session expires in Zuly, there seems
no chance of constructive action for many months.

Please show this letter and its enclosure to Iliff and Bayne
when they return to Washington. (Bayne will in the meantime have
seen Somerville, and the latter will doubtless have told him all
he says in the letter) .

Very sincerely yours,

a e an ert

1 324c;.
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IRANIAN EMBASSY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Tune 15, 1949.

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

1818 H. Street,
Washington 6, D.C.

Bear Mr. Garner,

-W refereoe to the decision of my
Government *gI yed to Mr. Xugene Meyer in my letter
of October 22t h, 1946, to apply to the International

-Bank for Reconstruotion and Development for loans to
finance reconstruction and development in my country,
in connection with which discussions have taken place
between officials of my Government and your Bank from
time to time, I now have the pleasure to enclose here-
with two copies of an Interim Report submitted by Over-
seas Consultants, Inc., making certain interim reoem-
mandations to the Planning Organization of the Govern-
ment of Iran in connection with the execution of the
Seven Year Plan. The draft of the final report is no
being edited and is expected to be ready early In
August when copies will also be sent to you.

The Interim Report indicates the possi-
bility of several projects being put into execution
in the near future when it is to be o octoi 4hat-the
Planning Organization will, if i1 a it necossary,
9pp~y-o The International Bank for Reconstruction
an11vepmtent for sOecific loans to finanoe thea,
and, at the same-tie submit detailed information on
the projects to be financed.

Yours sincerely,

ussein Ala
MN/j Abassador of Iran.
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INTERNAT40N BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION ANL tEVELOPMENT
11V COUFIDENTIAL

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 15, 1949

DECLASSHUIDFROM: F. Dorsey Stephens

SUBJECT: Iran JUN 86203
"- WBGARCHEVES

Messrs. Dunn, Malenbaum, Wagner and Gorlitz, of the State Department,
met today with Messrs. Garner and Stephens to discuss Iran's alleged present
need for foreign financial assistance and the possibility of Bank partici-
pation in such financing. Mr. Wagner has made a special trip from Teheran
in connection with this matter and expects to return there next week.

It appears that the Shah is anxious to obtain the "moral and tangible
support" which foreign loans or other financial assistance would give him at
this time. He apparently has in mind direct governmental aid of the type now
being extended to Turkey by the U.S. Government and also IBED participation,
at the earliest possible date, in the financing of the Seven-Year Program,
irrespective of the question of Irant s ability to meet the full initial costs
thkreof without borrowing.

The attitude of the State Department is that direct governmental as-
sistance-apart, possibly, from the normal type of Exim Bank financing-is
out of the question. The State Department would, however, like to be in a
position to say that the IBRD is definitely interested in the possibility
of making a loan to Iran at this time. Reference was made to the preliminary
report of the 00I, outlining a priority One-Year Program to cost about $30
million, of which some $11 million are in the form of fafeign exchange re-
quirements, and the question was put as to whether the Bank would be willing
to agree, in principle, to make a loan of this latter amount, or, alternatively,
to indicate a figure to which it would be willing to go.

While stressing the Bankta real interest in aiding Iran, Mr. Garner
explained at some length Bank loan policy and made it clear that, apart from
other considerations, the Bank could not indicate any definite sum for an
initial loan, the amount of which would depend upon what pro jects were of a
type which the Bank would be interested in financing and also were in a bank-
able stage.

The State Department representatives referred to the necessity of
passing on at least some informal advice through the U.S. Ambassador in
Teheran to the Iranian Government which could assure the latter of the Bank's
interest in participating in the financing of the Seven-Year Program. It was
agreed that the Bank would endeavor to draft a memorandum on this subject, to
be used as the basis for a communication to the U.S. Ambassador in Teheran.
This draft is to be discussed at a meeting with the representatives of the
State Department on Saturday, June 18.

In the course of the conversations, the statement was made by a State
Department representative that even if no change were made in the present note
cover requirements of the Bank of Issue, there was at present the equivalent



of some $56 million which could be freed either for satisfying foreign
exchange requirements or for serving as a basis for an increase in note
circulation.

It would appear that Mr. Ebtehaj, of the Bank 1elli Iran, who is
still undergoing medical care in France, has lost considerable influence
with the Shah but that he is still likely to play a role in the implementa-
tion of the Seven-Year Program.

The State Department anticipates that under a new agreement, the oil
royalties to be received from the AIPC will be practically doubled.

The OCI's general report will probably not be completed before the
end of July.

FDStephens :ar

cc-, Mr. Garner
Mr. Hoar
Mr. Svoboda
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INTERNAT40A K BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN 3EVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM couNFIAL

TO: Files DATE: June 9 1949

FROM: F. Dorsey Stephens/i DECLASSMED
SUBJECT: IM JUN 0 6 2013

WBG ARCHWVES

Mr. Gorlitz, of the State Department (Officer for liaison with the
Bank on Middle Eastern Affairs), telephoned to say that a special emis-
sary had arrived from the U.S. Embassy in Teheran with the message that
the Shah was very anxious to obtain the "moral and tangible support"
which a foreign loan would give him at this time and wanted to know
whether the U.S. Government would favorably consider such a loan.

Mr. Gorlits said that the State Department does not want to make a
direct loan to Iran and has the intention of so informing the Iranian
Government, advising the latter, at the same time, that it would give
support to a loan application made to the Bank for economically justi-
fied projects.

Mr. Gorlits said that the Bank undoubtedly would be approached-
perhaps in Stptember-.-on projects totaling some $50 million and wanted
.to know whether this was a figure that the Bank would consider as rea-
sonable. I told Mr. Gorlits that the Bankts position was that it could
say nothing on the subject of a possible loan to Iran until it had had
an opportunity to examine the reports of Overseas Consultants, and that
on Mr. Garnerts recent trip to Iran, he had been advised by Mr. Ebtehaj
that the Iranian Government did not require foreign financing at the
present time and probably would not for another year and a half, or
perhaps longer.

I asked Mr. Gorlits whether this new demarche meant that Iran' s
foreign exchange position had deteriorated. He said that it had not
as far as he knew, except that he understood that the Iranian Govern-
ment finds it politically difficult to make the proposed change in note
cover requirements, with the result that its financial position is a
little tighter than had been anticipated.

Mr. Gorlits asked that I discuss this matter only with Mr. Garner
as it was highly confidential. He said that he would telephone again
on Monday after talking to his colleagues in the Department. He thinks
it would be a good idea to have a high-level conversation on this new
approach from Iran.

FDStephens:mr

cc: Mr. R. L. Garner



Fomm No. 57
(5.48) INTERNATIONAu BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND- DEVELOPMENT I

OFFICE E RANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert Le Garner DATE: NRy 24, 1949

FROM: 1. A.

SUBJECT: Iran

Attached is a file memorandum on Mr. Strike's report to us on

his trip to Teheran. Mr. Dulles and Mr. Barker should be returning by

June first. When I said you would like to discuss Iran with both these

gentlemen when they returned, Strike stated that he particularly wanted

to be present at such meetings. He would not, he said firmly, like to

have either of these men to report on O.C.I. without his knowledge.

I would judge that this attitude, so frankly expressed, confirms the

situation previously determined by you.



'oRn No. 57
(5-48)INTERNATIONAL NK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND r "ELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 19, 1949

FROM: Patrick Acheson

SUBJECT: Iran port of Mr. Strike, President of O.C.I.

Mr. Strike visited the Bank on May 18. Mr. Dunn, Mr. Gorlits
and other members of the State Department were present in addition to
Messrs. Bayne, Welk and Acheson of the Bank.

The main points brought out by Mr. Strike were:

1. RporIts

Mr. Strike assumed the preliminary report would be ready for
presedtation to the Majlis committee on May 22. It would recommend a one-
year operational program to cost not more than 1 billion rials ($30 il-
lion), the foreign exchange component of which would not amount to as much
as $10 million. It was Mr. Strike's own view that the Planning Board would
not b* able to spend as *uch as a billion rials during the first year and
that th 1.6 billion rials which Ebtehaj had available for the Seven-Year
Plan would be sufficient to finance the first two years of the program.

The final report would be ready by July 1. It would consist of
one volume on the general problems common to all seetors of the Seven-Year
Plan - fiscal, economic, legal, administrative, eto. - and separate
volume on each of the seven sectors of the Plan, which weld include an
outline of the projects, their order of priority and cost estimates.
However, the engineering of the projects would still remain to be d6ne.
O.C.I. would not do this itself but would submit a list of suitable firms
for selection by the Planning Board. The final report would be prepared
in the United States by the O.C.I. teams, most of whom were expected to
leave Iran on May 21.

2. One-Year Profram

The first-year program to be recommended in the preliminary
report would consist of projects in the sectors of agriculture, education,
health, road building (especially in the Northern Provinces), and tele-
graph. There would be no projects in the industrial sector except for
retooling some of the existing plants and getting rid of the deadwood in
their management. The criteria used by 0.C.I. in drawing up the first-
year program weret

a. Flash plans
b. Availability of manpower
c. Basic needs
d. Road building, preparatory to future phases of the Plan.

3. Third-Phase Contraet

Mr. Strike had expected to sign the third-phase contract while
he was in Teheran. However, Prince Abdul Rosa wanted an opportunity to
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review the results of the second phase before he signed the third-phase
contract. It might, therefore, be several months before the new contract
was signed. Mr. Strike thought that a gap between the presentation of
the report and the beginning of the third phase could be avoided because
under the terms of the second-phase contract O.C.I. was empowered to begin
work on the third phase.

4. O.C.I. Policy Decisions

a. 0.C.I. would aet as consultants to. the Plan Administration
rather than try to operate the Plan themselves. As consultants, they would
advise on how operations should be done and recruit personnel abroad to
work an the Iranian payroll. They would recommend lists of firms whom they
considered competent to carry out specific projects but would leave final
selection to the Plan Administration Board. They would advise on the terms
of contracts. They planned to have a very small staff in Iran for the
duration of the third phase and would send out missions an a per diem basis
to deal with special problems.

b. It was 0.C.I.'s thinking that the Plan Administration must be
a separate entity from the ministries. Teams of Iranians to be trained to
admiiater projects would be chosen from all available sources, including
the wii4stries. However, members of ministries would have to mesign from
the ministries before they could work for the Plan Administration. It was
Mr. Strike's thought that these administrative teams would eventually be
moved into the appropriate ministries where they would replace themderelicts
who now operated those ministries.

PAcheson/pnn



FoRM No. 57
(5.48) JNTERNATIOV ~ BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION ANr )EVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. D. Orena do Iongh DATE: May 9, 1949

FROM: A. S. G. Roar

SUBJECT: IRAN

Thazak you for letting me see the correspondence between
Warburg and 3rinckmann regarding possible investment in Noaratian's
development proposals for Iran.

I have looked through the documents and discussed them
with Bayne. You may care to see Bayne's note to me on the subject
and, if you wish to include any of the ideas he expresses in your
reply to Brinckmann,aa general comments of your own, you are per-
fectly at liberty to do so.



Foom No. 57
(5.48) JNTERNATP# L NK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND rVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: rile DATE: April 28, 1%9

V

FROM:

SUBJECT: Iran Interview with Overseas Consultants, Inc., New York
April 26, 1%9, (9*30 a.s. - 12:45 p.m.)

Prernt: Mr. James Barker
Mr. Paul Coffan
Mr. Hamill
Dr. Turner

After a general exchange of view concerning present cenditions
in Iran, particularly including the operation of the planning administra-
tion, I restated the Bank t s feeling that while the technical side of the
OCI investigation seemed to be progressing in extremely competent hands
in various fields, we felt that our view encerning the need for analysis
of Ve internal financial picture had been reinforced. We had not been
eonvnced by Governor Ebtehaj of the Bank Nielli that the Government or
OCI had any clearly defined idea of how the domestic financial side of the
seven-year plan, even for its first two years of operation, would be worked
ot. I also pointed out that Mr. Buckwalter and Max Thornberg agreed with
this and reported that Mr. Buckwalter had repeatedly requested OCI in New
York to provide financial personnel.

Mr. Baom11 replied at this point that 0CI had ageed with this
for some time. They had had in mind severing this important area at an
appropriate' moment in their investigation and they nov had three people
going to or in Teheran working on this problem. I asked who they mere
and he replied that Mr. Allan Dulles was already there working on tax
problems and the legal side of the development program, including the
third OCI contraet. He reported that a Mr. Hettinger, (who had recently
been an economist with the General Foods Corporation), a private economic
consultant, was now in Teheran working with Delles and Mr. James Barker
was returning there the following day.

In stating the Bank's fears, I mentioned that in the first
report issued by 00I in January, the statement had been made that the
physical and menpeer resources of Iran were adequate to sarry out the
plan as presently envisaged. I said that we felt that this statement
epitmimed an attitude we thought to be unfounded since the financial
capability had not been demonstrated. We had no opinion then er now cat
whether or not it was possible to finance the program internally. Mr.
Barker took careful exception to our opposition since, as he pointed out,
he had been originally responsible for that particular position, but agreed
that a mre detailed examation was required.

Mr. Coffman reported that he had had a telephone conversation
with Mr. Lots from leme that Taghi Naer, Alternate Executive Director of
the IBRD, had been appointed as the Chairman of te Iranian Planning
Adaiistration.
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Dr. Turner, who had just returned fra Iran having headed the
health section of the 00I, reported that he had travelled to Geneva with
Governor Ebtshaj, who was planning to have some treatments (for uleors)
and then possibly proceed to Paris for further medical attention. It was
net elear in Ebtehaj'a mind whether a surgical operation would be neoes-
sary, but Dr. Turner's view was that it would be between four and six
weeks before Ibtehaj could return to Teheran.

Mr. Barker then posed the question of whether, in our view,
the potential loss of Governor Ebtehaj to the program would be irreparable
if it same to pass. I said that in view of the position of the Shah ad
his active participation in the Plan through Prince Abdul Rosa, that not
all of the dynamic would be lost even though Ebtehaj had always supplied
a great deal of the impetus. It would be a serious setback in any event.
Mr. Coffma feared that if Zbtehaj got out, the present Minister of
Finance would attempt to capitalise the patronage In the Plan politically.
He had already been a stumbling block in the present OCI programthrough
failure to make appropriated money available to the 1anning Aduinistra-
tion without excessive delay. If the present Minister of Finance himself
was incapable of replacing Ibtehaj, the patronage involved in the program
was so great that almost any politician would attempt to win the control
of it;.

Dr. Turner then gave a report on his work which indicated that
there had been considerable local ceoperation en the part of the Iranian
provincial health officers and other officials in the OCI survey, and
that as the Plan actively got under way in malaria control and other ime-
diate programs, a high degree of ceoperation and understanding from the
Iranians in the field could be expected. Be said that th.OOCI team itself
appeared to be working extremely smoothly. H reported the success of a
series of coordinating conferences that were being held leading to the
preparation of the whole OCI report.

mr. Hamil then pointed out that the Plamning Administration is
to present a report to the Majlis by the Middle of May, although 00I was
not bound to deliver its report until June. Hoviver, since the Planning
Administration's report would be in effect the work of CI, OCI is giving
a previsional report to the Administration for translation and presenta-
tion to the YAjlis.now. This would include an ecomis and finncial
analysis. This would be followed by the more complete and definitive
study about the first of June, and it will be upon the seond report that
an active program would be based. No one expected any difficulty in meet-
Ing the deadline.

I then had an hour's talk with Mr. Barker alone, during whieh
I was most favorably impressed with the approaoh he was planning to make
to the Iranian situation, and in his detachment from the general attitude
of 001. He clearly realises that the OCI group have only recently realised
the extent of their seenomie and financial responsibilities, but he feels
that this late recognition has con in good time. It will thus be possible
to present a report which will be infinitely better than the Morrison-
Inudsen report. I suggested that when he returned (in a month's time) that
the Bank would like very meh to have some econversations wit him on his
own estimates of the financial situation, which he agreed to do.



In geeral, I fol that CT has now recopised the urgent require-.
mant for economic and fimancial snalysis. As a result, possibly of IhD
pressure and that of others, OCI has undertaken to rectify this before
their second report has been delU1ered to the Iranian Governmont.



FoRM No. 57
5NTERNATIONAI IANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND 'VELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: April 20, 1949

FROM: E. A. a e

SUBJECT: Iran - oal financing of Seven-Year Plan

It is Ebtehaj's view that there will be no need for borrowing
from the IBRD for at least 18 months,, The local financing side, which
will have a direct effect on the time lapse before Iran will require to
borrow, depends on several rather uncertain factors:.

(a) Tax reform. A tax reform bill is being discussed by the
Majlis, but whatever bill is eventually passed, the problem of tax collec-
tion will remain as difficult as ever.

(b) Reduction in note issue cover. A bill has been presented
to the Majlis to reduce the present 76% gold and foreign exchange cover
for the note issue to 50%. This would release additional foreign exchange
for imports or would permit up to 50% increase in the present note issue.
It is; not yet clear to which of these purposes it would be put. However,
the bill has now been tabled by the Majlis.

(c) Increase in oil royalties. Iran is asking for a 300%
increase in the oil royalties rate from the AIOC and will probably receive
an increase of between 150% - 200% as well as a share now in the undistri-
buted profits of AIOC, which under the present contract will not beoome
due until 1933

(d) Transfer of deuosits from Imnerial Bank of Iran to Bank
Melli. The Bank Melli will receive 55% (including Treasury Bills) of the
Imperial Bank's rial deposits which will amount to a net increase in rial
deposits of about 400 million rials, including some Treasury Bills.

() Other methods of local financing discussed include a tax
at source on large contracts and an equity bond issue.

It seems highly unlikely that more than 1.5 billion rials can be
spent in the first two years of the Plan, a view with which 00I concur.
However, until there is some firmness in the local money picture and a
revaluation of the rial (a plan for compensated export-import rates
averaging 41.5 rials to $1 has recently been passed), it will be impossible
to decide

(a) when a loan will be needed

(b) how much inflation is likely

(c) whether the administrative requirements of the Plan can be met.



FORM N ). Iran Negotiaions

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Report On Loan Operations

DATED: Between February 18 - April 8, 19 49

TO:

FROM:

SUMMARY: Loan Director attended a meeting in New York
of the Board of Directors of 00I on March 18th
StatedBank's position with respect tbhthe
Iranian Development Programme. He also pointed
out that in his view it was essential that
special attention should be paid by 001 to the
financial aspects of the programme.

FILED UNDER: Loans

CROSS REFERENCE: Iran Negotiations



rorrni No. 26

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INCOMING WIRE

Date of Wire MARCH 17, 1949

TO ILIFF
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

From CAIRO

TEXT: BOCKEWALTER, THORNBURG, EBTEHAJ AND OTHER OFFICIALS STRONGLY

OF OPINION OCI SHOULD SECURE SERVICES TOP FLIGHT FINANCE AND

ECONOMIC GROUt AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. IDEAS REGARDING FINANCING

PLAN INCLUDE OIL ROYALTIES, RELEASE OF PART OF NOTE COVERAGE

AND TAX REFORM. HOWEVER, THESE EXTREMELY VAGUE AND REQUIRE

WORKING OUT IN POLICY AND PROCEDURE. OUR OPINION UNLESS THIS

TAKEN IN HAND PROMPTLY SERIOUS MISTAKES WILL OCCUR RESULTING

IN INFLATION AND SUCCESS OF PLAN MAY BE JEOPARDIZED. BELIEVE

TOP MAN THIS GROUP SHOULD HAVE BOTH PRACTICAJ, AND THEORETICAL

KNOWLEDGE OF GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE AND PERSONALITY TO DEAL

WITH HIGH OFFICIALS PARTICULARLY TO GET EBTEHAJ'S RESPECT.

PROBABLY SHOULD HAVE WITH HIM TAX EXPERT AND GOOD GENERAL

ECONOMIST. UNDERSTAND BOCKEWALTER HAS ALREADY MADE REQUEST

BUT RECEIVED NO REPLY FROM OCI NEW YORK. EBTEHAJ, THORNBURG

AND BOCKEWALTER HOPE BANK CAN SEND OUT LATER SOME ECONOMISTS

WORK ALONG WITH OCI FINANCIAL GROUP AND I PROMISE TRY TO

WORK THIS OUT BUT BELIEVE PRIME RESPONSIBILITY SHOULD BE

WITH OCI. EBTEHAJ ALSO REQUESTS BANK DISCUSS WITH OCI AND

ROUTING:
ACTION copy to

INFORMATION copy to

Decoded by

03110INAL
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INCOMING WIRE
PAGE TWO

Date of Wire

ILIFF

From CAIRO

TEXT: ADVISE HIM REGARDING SELECTION OF AUDITING AND INSPECTION

STAFF TO WORK UNDER PLANS BOARD OF CONTROL. THINK SOME

OUTSTANDING FIRM OF ACCOUNTANTS WITH FOREIGN EXPERIENCE MOST

DESIRABLE. FURTHER DISCUSSION CAN WAIT MY RETURN BUT THINK

ADVISABLE MENTION THIS TO OCI.

GARNER

REC: MARCH 18
VIA STATE DEPT. CODE.

ROUTING:

ACTION copy to Mr . ROAR"

INFORMATION copy to

Decoded by

OlUOIKAIL



INCOMING TELGRAM
Dq RTMENT OF STATE-DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS TELEGRAPH BRANCH

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSUIIED
JUN 062M Control 6689

WBARCE1M

FROM: Cairo

TO: Secretary of State

March 17, 8 a.m.

FOR ILIFF FROM OARNER

Bookwalter, Thornburg, Ebtehaj and other officials
strongly of opinion OCI should secure services top
flight financial and economic group soonest possible.
Ideas regarding financing plan include oil royalties,
release of part of note coverage and tax reform. How-
evqr these extremely vague and require working out in
policy and procedure. Our opinion unless this taken
in hand promptly, serious mistakes will occur :cesult-
ing in inflation and success of plan may be jeopardized
Believe top man this group should have both practical
and theoretical knowledge of governmental finance and
personality to deal with high officials partikularly
to gain Ebtehaj's respect. Probably should have with
him tax expert and good general economist. Understand
Bookwalter has already made request but received no
reply from OCI NY. Ebtehaj, Thornburg and Boocwalter
hope bank can send out later some economists work along
with OCI financial group and I promise try to work this
out but believe prime responsibility should be with OC1.
Ebtehaj also requests bank discuss with 001 and advise
him regarding selection of auditing and inspection staff
to work under the plans board of control. Think some
outstanding firm of accountants with foreign experience
most desirable. Further discussion can wait my return
but think advisable mention this to OCI.

PATTERSON

WMH:PAF

CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION COPY
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Cairo, F4ypt
March 15, 1949

Mr. John J. MSClo
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D. C.

Dear JaOq;

WO loft wan on the Ulth by traionn our way to Abadan to
visit the Ax*16-1razn oil works and from there to fly to Cairo to-
day .

Our chief impre ssions of the Iranian situation are

There soees to be a general realization that, in iew of
the Russian mnao, prompt and positive steps must be
"n to Improve the conditions of the mass*& or Iran

way blow up. Everyone freely admits the bad *enmic
conditions, 1ndonpetono* and corruption. This moaliza-
tion of the necessity for action is the most important
factor In the situation. With a full understwAding of
the habitual lethargy and woamnss for aotion'of tbo
Iranian&, we believ* that thor* are strong asts In the
serious character of the Shah and his brother and In the
driving or** of Ebtokaj.

2. There is an unquestionably ntrnohd opposition to
reform on the part of landlords and traders and the"
91*aents are strongly represonted In the Najlis, which
under the present Constitution has power with little r*-
sponsibility. However, there in considerable hop* that
the now qqanltuon Assembly, which.. a, probably lo,tW,
elected in the next few weeks, will revimo the Constitu-
tion to make a stronger government . The attewmpt in -th*
Shah' s life has unquestionably stroethened his hand.

Wetheor not the approach to development throuih the
7-oar Plan is the most practical, we believe that, as
tngs now stand, It Is the only hope. It represents a

goal and a symbol and, If it Is not made to work, I a**
no other practical substitution.

4. The present task of OCI is to produce by the end of May
a general report confirming or modifying the types of
development and priorities In the various fields. With
minor oxeptions, they will not in this phase work out
he specific projects. However, there are a certain
number of such projects which they tell us are well



advanbed technically as te result of the work of the
Iranians, Morrison-Knudson, Alexander Gibb and others.
Their report will be submitted for final approval by
he Ajlis and the way will then be clear to set up
administration, begin work on certain projects that are
roady and move Into the third phase of te technical
domelop*t of other projects which are selectedfor
priority. LIt Is the understanding both of OCI, Ebtehaj
and others that a now contract is to b made under which
OCI will secure te services of necessary personnel to
organize, supYrviao and, In some cases, direct all the
devolopmont work as te tird phase. They have In mind
hat personnel would Include not only engineers and
other professional people, but foreawn, superintendents
and skilled mechanics. This seems absolutely essntrial,
and even if the cost in high, It will be justified.
Otherwise, t40 work will be done both Incompetently andj
corruptly .

5. As we se it, the outstanding weakness in te current
program is the lack of financial and economic personnel
in OCI. In the beginning they apparently conceived their
Job as merely a technical one and accepted the general
assurances of he tranianS that they would have no diffI-
dALjt7 in financing It. However, the people on the ground
are now aware of the importance of having financial
aspects taken in hand. When we a ~rived we wore told tat
tbtohaj represented a stumbling block to this, but we

have reoivod from him the most direct and positive
as surancesa to the contrary . He merely Insists that h9
wants top flight men to do this work. We hdve cabled
Iliff to tis effect and we hop. that he will be able to
impress the importance of this point when ht meets with
the OCI directors.

Iportant as the financial angles are, I an convinced
at te greatest difficulty will be adsinistrativo.

On this point Thornborg &eeRs to be doing valuable work.
(Irn$lqntally, he is retained Indepenontly by the
ImAli Goverhment and is acting as liajson betwe*A Ith
and OCI. I aher that he is not on OCI's payroll)

7. QIte to our surprise Ebttha, states definitely at
he does not wish a loan from the Bank until the govern-
mont has committed all of its available funds, which
h* does not OX eat to be short of 18 amths to 2 yvara.*
several timeW epessod the opinon that he would
probably never nLod to askua for a loa. He stated
that all that he had over wanted from Use Bank was the
undeorstanding that, if Iran heunles her &ffairs and
puftoas bor developest soundly to come up with well
Plaxwed proJets, thei Bank will be in position to
fi nanoo the&. I told his that short of a catastropbe
which would change the whole picture, he need bavo no



worry that we would not have the available funda nor be
willing to help his. He oxpressd cosploto sati a*tion
with this position. He does, however, wish te Bank to
maintain a close touch with Iranian affairs " the
progress of the devolopmont plan and urges that 1eth*
appropriate time we send people out who can Work wit

Um #4onoolo and financial people in OQX, both to keep
the Bank informed and to be prepared to act promptly
when and if they may need a loan. I think behind all
of is the sinaore desire for the Bank to show intorest
In Iran. It is obvious that they are most ant iou to
have moral as well as specific support from tble West,
particularly the United States. I think that it in very

dvisablf for us to keep in pretty close touch and have
people come out from time to time, but I do not think
anything should be done about this until after we returs.

L*lslatio' aovering the dev*1op**ht plan dillis ft a
U ik of Control which I in essence an auditing group.

Thhs Is s~ppat of a group of axrsetative
non-political member t btehaj realizes that it will be
essential to have a saff of Independent foreign auditors
working under then asked the advioe of the Bank on
he selection of such auditors, Although it would be

possible to got an individual controller and got his to
build up his sdff, I am Inclined to favor the retention
of a firenof rsenizd public accountants, Perhaps a
British firs would have a better background of *xporionco
although there are Amerean firms such as ris, Water-
bmu who have British affiliates with wi oeXperieno
abroad. This will be a necessary protootiqp In the
administration and I think we should use our efforts to
see that first class people are sicurd. This job should
probably Include not only the auditing functions but a
type of end use supervision such as Madigan has worked
out with our Treasurer's Department people. I think that
any action on thig eor&44 npro #sing and can await our
eturn.

ahIt is quite apparent that the Shah and his brother and
Ebtshaj are the key figures in the country. Etohaj has
unquestionable ability and driving fre. Howevor, he
Is very *motional and opinionated, makes oxtremo state-
ments and I apt to brush aside difficulties. He is
hxcdingl vague on the problems of financing the plan
and I am not our* whether this comes from Ignorance or.
an unwillingness to admit difficulties. On the other
hand, I think he Is quite sincere in his determination
to push the country forward and, If he does not kill
himself from overwork and strain, I think that he will
be able to accomplish quite a lot. As you know, I was
*oncorned that we would have considerable difficulty with
him, but to the contrary he was most friendly towards us
and to the Bank. I think our visit here has proved moot
useful, both because of our relations with the Iranians
and the 001.



On the whole, I am more optimistic regarding the possibilities
dt 50m0thain being accomplished in this country than before I oame.
At the beat, I do not believe that the 7-Year Plan can work as laid
out, but If they aecomplish 25 to 50% of heir objective& It can do
quite a lot for the country both in material development &ad in
oottng a pattern of competent and honest work. From the abah down
the quostion of corruption In frankly discussed "n I belieye thero
Is a good deal in their point that It riots primarily frcw'tradlien
in bigh places and from the fact that the great mass of government
employees must steal or starve. The Shah gala that on* of their
primary objeatives is to reduce tkj number of government #mPl6Y9*s
and to pay then better. It does not seem unreasonable to divert a
suanial number of them into other activities in connection with
their development plan.

iations are now under way to rovamp the Anglo-lranlan Oil
a onUt t "nd "two:tof the oftfi e ar* out be"e from- Lenier. Th*
Iranians feel that under existing conditions the contract Is unfair
o them nd that they should have a larger all**. This has resultod

from a great Increase in oil prices. I do not know what the ap*Wic
Issues of this question are and did not attempt to discuss them with
Us iie nans. However, Thornber& is very critical of the ar4 and
think It in Inevitable that they must make real concessloa wgiv*
the I)hipas an equitable share in the very rich profits. Of durs9,
his matter Is of critical importance to Iran aMA I think it is

golr a be * very ritleal one to settle.

railway trip was through some of the most rugged and beauti-
ul 0nry and although it was not de lux* it was quit* comfortable .

&.Idest regards.

Sinerely,
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WBAARQJIES

Teheran, Iran
March 12, 1949

KSlMORANDM FOR MR. GARNER

Thet following are soiw brief u'*tes on the politioal situation in
Tebersz during the past few weeks as g1eaned from Ajnrioun, British
and other diplomtic offioes:

1. &=202!1 Gostju-nt Assombly. Towards the end of February
he Shah disoussod with his Uabinet and a number of older
statesmen his desire to bring about certain oonstitutional
ohages in order to have a more businesslike axd responsible
government. It had been his intention also to dissolve the
present K&Jlit, but he was persuaded by his Persian advisers
(*apecially Ta4#1zadeh, Joyid Ziaeddin and Hakiml), as well
as by the United States and British Goverments tat this
wvuld be unwlse.

Three ideas sem to be uppermost in the Shah's m in *n-
neAtion with the proposed constitutional reforms:

()Ho roeels tat the executive power of the btate,
should be stret ned, either by adding more
outstandIng politlual personalities to the
present Saed Government, or perhaps evqn by
appointing a now Prime Minister under hos aaed
himself and most of the Cabinet aight be willing
to serve;

(2) He is determined to insist that the Majlls pass
egislation setting up a Senate (as provided by

tbe Constitution) a" that it revise the Elec-
toral Law so as to ensure more independent and
fairer elections;

(3) The 4ah desires to call a Constituent Asseably
o provide he necessary procedure for anending

he Constitution and for dissolvin the Iajls
ad the proposed ,enate.

rh*.Sbgh was auccosaftl and on February 27 the I&Jlis agrod,
fst unaaiwousl! in a s 4aret "sason to oonvoie a Consti-

tuent Assembly for the following purposes:

(1) To add one article to the Constitution providing
procedures for amendin i

(2) To implement Article 44 of the Constitution which
provides for the establishment of a sinate;



(3) To revise and implement Article 48 of the Coa-
stitution which makes provision for te
dissolution of the ajlio under aertain aircua-
stances.

About a week ago e h am Issued an Imperial Dere c (called
in ?ersian, rirman") calling for the neeting of the Con-
stituent Assembly.

2, Masao# .Waig Bro&A0tst. Tho violent proand campaign
against Iran which Radio Moscow has been lru ing in for
a long time has recently increased in intensiy. Mosuw
even accused the United States that its Eabosey in Teboran
had chosen the Deputy Abbas Qobadian, who is the Chief of
the Kalur Xurds,. as the future head of a now Kudish
State to be oarved out of portions of Iran, Iraq, Turkey
and Syria'. Other broadcasts have attacked te Minister
of Education (Dr. Hanushehr Xqbal), the afs (Xhans) of
the Kashhai Tribs, and other prominent Peraans who are
reported to be fmendly disposed toward the United States.
These radio attacks ot so bad that the Persian Foroign
Minister (AlU Asghar Heksat) a few days ago delivered a
a ther firm note to the Soviet Ambassador in Teheran

'(Mr. adehikov) protesting against the tone and contents
of these broadcast&.

Maral La. All important cities in Iran are now under
martial law. The object of the PrxWn Government Is to
liquidate the Tud h (Coauist ) Party throughout the
country. Some people -- especially tose oposod to te
government -- believe that this measure is At solely
aimed at the Communists but may be onneated, with the
coming elections for the Constituent Assembly and for the
16 Xajlis. Althouh this suspicion is probably not well

ounded, it would as a matter of fact be difficult to hold
normal elections under martial law. Most people, including
the military, sees to think that by the time the elections
take place martial law ay have ceased, or that it may be
suspended durin the period of the elections.

4. otion in accordance with Article 53 of the Eletoral
Law of 1926 the Shah on ebruary 25 issued the usual deare
ordering elections for the 16th Majlis. (The 15th 5ajlie
eomes to an end on July 28, 1949).

5. Triaig of Stitars and Ldoh late. Towards the end of'
February five Persian newspaper editors received sentences
ranging from one year's imprisomnt to five year's hard
labor after being tried by a military court for attacking
the royal family, the government, and the army. They were
accused that by using violent language in their papers they
becam* accessories before the fact in the attempt on the
Shah's life which took plaos on February 4.



on March 2, fourteen leaders of the outlawed Tudeh Party
went on trial bofare a military court, a"d the trials are
still continuing. The most prominent a the defendants
are Dr. ortoss Yasdi (an ex-Minister of eatlan),
Dr. Jvwdat (the Tudsh Youth Leader), and Dr. Nureddin
ianuri. They have engaged the serric** of several ox-

aellont lawyers, Including several menbrs of the &jlis.
Although the government had announco that the trials
would be public, no foreign observers have so far been
adtitt4d to the hearins.

6. The ZE21a Law. The Bill which was introduced in the
Majlia several week& ago to curb the Persian newspapers
which had been inoiting ths public against the Shwh and
he government before the attempt on his life, was passed

by the M*Jlia on March 3. However, at the last someAt an
amendment to the law was adopted making it vosalble for
anyone to publish a paper without a lioens*. Lost
observers believe that this amendment numlfies much of
the value of the law which was intended to make the press.
more reasonable and responsible.

7. T udgt. The present Minister of FInanee has the dis-
unction of belonging to the first Persian Oavernnent In
aoven years whic has presented an annual budget to the
Jajlio ketor2 the expiration of a fiscal year.

CorneliuB Van N. Engert
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p The'2Iranian Lajlis (Parlimnt) on February 15 authorized
the Go rnent to proceed ith the execution of a Seve-uar Eco

2A. nac laveLopmnt Program involving the expenditur, oi-21 billion
C/L rials, At the official rate of exchange of 32 rials r 1 this

is the equ:^valent of 0656,o0cooo. The funds are to b- -spent
the following categoriess

A AN I llons of Doll

Agriculture 164
Railroads, roads, parts and airports - 156
Iadustry and dineu 2
Fetroleum 31
Poets and Telegraphe 23
Social and municipal reforms 183

4 656

The Mlanning (k'ganizationr which will be charted with super
vision and execution of the pla_-. is permitted to vary the amounts
spent in each catei-ay by 10% either way and will -ave considerab'i
discretion in allcaton of funds to specific p, ojecte.

Th progra is to be finoiiced fron throe iwincipal sourcer.
First, the Governxrnt.'s oil ro;lty receipts from the Anglo-Iranir
Oil Conpakrg are to be allocated to the Plan0  These royalties Lr
understood to hve Countod in 191j8 to the equivalent of 35,
franiar oil production is exparding and moreover, concessian n,'-
tiatioens are currently in process which mayr have the effect of it
creasing Tran's receipts from the oil company., Thus, over the s
yOar p.riod the income from the oil concessian applicable to t1
d.ol s plan Shoal~d am~ouui to at least O250,AYJ,0 wQ

SocondlZ, the Planning 'rganization is authorized to borou,
up to 4-5 billio rials (lho,Coo,ooo) from the National flank of
Tran (Bank elli) In order to imruove the bank's ability to finance
the economic developrant plan, the msnagement uf the bank is cuirr
endeavoring to obtain consent from the Hiaj lie to haling the prese
statutory. lOQ reserve rcquirement for the note issue,

ThIrdly, the Oratization is O.Tpcoered to negotiate up to a
~25OOO% 000 loan fro- the International n for Icnstruc4.bn a
oelo rat, 3ubjec& o ap1proval of the ajlise
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The Economic Develo, e L r vides or the creation of
Planning Organization cons sting a 'igh Council, a Board of Gca
trol and a Lanaging Directcr , T igh Council vill be composed of
seven members appointed by qga. der on jwooosal of the Gover'r-ent
and approval of the 1.1ajlis and c i old office throghout the pcriod
of the exeiution of the pra- T High Council will possess brood
supervisory powers,. The ard c o - rol is to consist of six m-
bers selected by the Yaj ', appr ute: for two aers, and hari: in-
vestigative powers on matt.r. rI to it r the Government The
Vanaging Director is to be ao od for three years by royal rd6r
on proposal of the GovernnEwnt an Approval of the 1.ajlis and is to
be the principal executive of the OrE anization,

The Planning Organis::tion 11 be in a position to proceed eiitha
the execution of specific projec a, soon as

(1) Personnel solectod by Caverntnt for the High Coucil,
Board of Control and a Director have been approved
by the Lajlis ani appr iec by royal order

(2) The Program C i ssio, f the kajlis approves detailed plu
vdich are to be u mi d -y the Planning Organivation bef e
May 15, 1A* xi;e Ame 'ca firm Overseas Conzuatai s, Xxo-
porated, is servmig iv n dvisory :apacity to thc PlanniIg
&Pganisation i. -he de lloynent of detailh plans for the
program,

During February the rationL DnL nade two further redncticis
in exchange rates, in accc danc t' ot lxcaange S!mpli jcation Pa
passed on January 16. On Fbrit. 1 the Dank reduced dollar exea.e
from 53.25 to 52 rials an . iet ar 20 a further reducti-r to 5O0
was announced. Simult ez is],y i :i hese actions, the Bank xeduced
the proportion of official rate chg nge given for essential I.: orts
from 55% to 53% and therce to 5C ,

Despite the expiration of s concession on January 30, 1949$
the Imperial 13ankc of Iran cntird normal operations in the morh
of February, Ne;. iations wre process betmeon the Bank and the
Government as to its fut? r basa, for operation,

S(*m2VILLE

5;0
RSWilliams :amh

cc to: Division of Greek, Turkis and Iranian Affairs.
American Frwbassy. L.andon
American Embassy, Cairo
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COMMUNICATIONS TO BE ADDRSSEV. FIRM.

SIR ALEXANDER 0IB & PARTNERS.

CONSULTING ENGINMERS.

SIR ALEXANDER G1BB, GE,CB.,LL.D,.FR.S.,N.iNST.C.E. EN ANNE'S LODGE
M.J.MECH.E.,M I CHEM. E.,tM.MOC.C.E., . E.I.C. (HO4

ALISTAIR M. G15.

T. A. L. PATON. U.SC., tINST.CE.. M.A.SOC.C.E. EA.$ T WESTM I NSTER,J. GUTHRIE BROWN, M.INsT.C.E, M.I.E.AU*T.
R. L. FITT, B.SC., M.INST.C.E. J/1954.
F.W. MATTH WS, IN.C..,M.INST.C.E..ONDON S.W..

.OONSUITAINT:SIR LEOPOLD H SAVILE, K.S.,M.INBT.E.,1.I.A.t.

Telephone: WHITEHALL 9700. lot March, 1949,
Telegrams: GiBSOSORUM LONDON.,
Codes: SENTLEY'S.

W.A.B.Iliffe, Esq., C.M.G,, M.B43.
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
Washington 25 D.C.,
U.S.A.

Dear Iliffe,

IRAN.

We were very disappointed not to have seen you during
your recent visit to London I hope that you have now fully recovered
from whatever it was that laid you low.

A few days ago I received a visit from Bayne who told me
that he was en route for Tehran via Istanbul. He wanted to know how
Anglo-American co-operation on the Seven Year Plan investigation was
fx5utioning, and I was able to tell him that so far things were going
very well.

There is no doubt that Bookwalter, the Project Manager, sent
out by O.C.Inc. has had a great de4 to contend with, but. Olivier, who
has been in Tehran since the end of January, has been able to do much to
help him, Our Tehran administration, with farrington and Sykes in charge,
has also lent a hand. There has been a little bother over an adviser on
Port Administration, but this is now happily straightened out,

I have just heard from Tehran that a Commission from the World
Bank is due in Tehran on 7th March and that they will be returning home
on the Queen Elizabeth ex Cherbourg on 6th April. Mr.Garner's name is
mentioned as head of the Commission. Olivier will be in Tehran when they
arrive (he is due to leave for the United Kingdom on 10th March) and
may meet them. Do you think that any useful purpose would be served by
any contact between the Commission and ourselves, We could endeavour
to arrange this on their homeward journey.

With best wishes,

Yours very sincerely,



OVERSEAS CONSULTANTS, INC.

51 EAST 42ND STREET

NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

February 25th, 1949

Mr. W. A. B. Illi, Loan Director
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

IRAN

Dear Mr. Iliff:

You will recall, no doubt, the meeting which
some of our group and Mr. Ebtehaj had with you, Mr. Garner and
Mr. Bayne at your office on October 7th, 1948.

Since that time, Mr. J. R. Lotz, Mr. Paul B.
Coffan, Mr. M. J. Madigan and I, either together or individually,
have discussed our problem informally with the officers of your
bank. We have advised you as to our progress and have sought
information relative to the extent of the bank's interest.

We have reported to the other directors of
Overseas Consultants, Inc. that the World Bank does have an interest
in this program.

I think it would be very helpful to our work if at
a meeting of the Board of Directors of our Ocampany, it would be
possible for you to Join with us for further discussion. There has
been no date set for the next meeting of the Board but there probably
will be one during the third week in March and a~Ain toward the end
of the month.

I would appreciate it if you would advise me whether
or not you would care to meet with us and further, as to your
availability for the dates suggested.

Very truly yours,

OV:SXAS CONsULTAIS, INC.

Clifford S. Strike
President

CSS
b
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Dear W. Stik
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OVERSEAS CONSULTANTS. INC.

51 EAST 42NO STREET

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

February 18th, 1949

Mr. Robert L. Garner, Vice President and
General Rogineer

International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

1818 H Street
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bob:

We have obtained clearance frcm the Govern-
jant of Iran to release to you copies of the first
report which our' Ccupany made in connection with
the Iranian 7-Year Development Progra.

Tw~o copies are enclosed.--- /

Very truly yours,

OVERSKAS CONSLTANTS, INC.

Clifford S. Strike
President

CSS
b
Enclosures (2)
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T February 15, 1949

My dear Gven

This is just personal note to tell you that I am looking forward with keen

anticipation to the porbunity to visit Iranm.i4- the-acr futr. My present plans

are to leave Washingto on February 20, stopping briefly in Paris and Athenas and

reaching Turkey an Fe 28. In view of some uncertainty regarding commercial

airplane schedules into Ir , I have made tentative arrangementsvwhich I trust

will work.out to be flown er by American diplomatic or military plane to Teheran

on or about March 7. I shall able to advise you more precisely regarding the

expected time of arrival after hae reached Turkey. Accompanying me will be

lessrs. Z. A. Bayne of the Loan t and J. A. Villechaise of the Economic

Departmiit, and jW seeretary, Mrs. sell.

The purpose of my tripi pr to enable me to get some personal feel and

understanding of the conditions in the ous countries f ;lja: visit which

should be helpful in our subsequent consi tian of possibleBank financing. I

regret that it will not be possible for me to as mac# time in ay one of the

countries as I would like. I realise that the days scheduled for Iran is a very

short time, but it is the maximum which I could ange. Bearing this in mind, I

shall greatly appreciate your assistance in arran that I get as much as possible

out of ar visit. I would liI= to divide the time be 1'e proper people,

both in and out of government, and of having an opporti ity to see something of the

typical parts of the country. I ui& trust your judgment as to how this can best

be arranged.

We have had the opportunity of taling to Messrs. Strike and Lots of Overseas

Consultants, Inc. and I expect to see Mr. Coffman later this week. I hope we will

also have an opportunity to see some of their people when we arrive in Iran.

I trust that as a result of zmr visit we via be able to determine more speci-

fically the schedule and composition ea mission from the Bank which, as we
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previously die ed, should cow out during this second phas of the Overseas

Consultants work.

All good wishes.

Sincerely yours,

R. L. Garner

Hm".a A. H. Ebt.haj
Governor for Iran
International Bank for Reonstrticti

and Development
4ehera, Iran
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ZCMMlC BMELMC1T PROA

Considerable progress was made in 1948 in advancing Iran's plans for
a seven-year economie development program. A special commission of the
Majlis (Parliament) was created to draft a law for the program and on
September 26 this oomittoe submitted a comprehensive report on economic
development together with a draft bill.

The bill would authorise the Government to proceed with the execu-
tion of a seven-year program involving the expenditure of 21 billion rials.
At the official rate of exchange of 32 rials for $1, this in the equivalent
of $656,000,000. The funds would be spent in the following oategoriess

In milions of Dollars

Agriculture 164
Railrads, roads, ports and airports 156
Industry and mines 94
Petroleum 31
Posts and Telegraphs 23 73
S6cial and municipal reforms

656

The Planning Organization, which would be charged wfth supervision
and execution of the plan, would be permitted to vary the amounts spent in
each category by 10% either way and would have considerable discretion in
allocation of funds to specific projects.

Within four months after enactment of the bill into law the Government
would be required to submit its detailed plans to the Mallis Comittee for
approval.

The program would be financed from three principal sources. First
the Government oil royalties received from the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company
would be allocated to the plan. In 1948 these royalties were in the
neighborhood of 0#500,000 or $34,000,000.

Secondly, the Planning Organization wotid be Authorised to borrow up
to 4.5 billion rials ("0,000,000) from the National Bank.

Thirdly, the organisation would be empowered to negotiate up to a
$250,000,000 loan from the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, subject to he approval of the Wajlis.
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The Koonomic Development Bill provides for the creation of a
Planning Organisation consisting of a High Conil, a Board of Control
and a Managing Directer The High Council would be composed of seven
members appointed by Royal Order on proposal of the Goverment and
these members would hold office throughout the period of the exinution
of the program. The High Council would possess broad supervisory
powers. The Board of Control would consist of six members selected
by the Majlis, appointed for two years, and would have investigative
powers on matters referred to it by the Government. The Managing
Director would be appointed for three years by Royal Order on
proposal of the Goverment and would be the principal executive of the
Organisation.

Up to the close of the year the Mjlis had not taken action on the
Bill proposed by the Special Commission. There was, however, strong
public sentiment for proceeding with an economic development program*.

In November a group of five American experts from Overseas
Consultants, Incorporated, New York, visited Iran briefly at the
req'est of the Iranian Goverment to survey the possibility of the
compaar preparing, on contract, a comprehensive report on the subject
of Iran's eonomic development plans. Details of the proposed contract
had not been worked out by the end of the year.

F I NA N C

State Budint

According to figures releasee by the National Bank of Iran, the
Goveriment's revenues in the 1947-48 years" amounted to 6,716,529,000
rials and expenditures were 6,773,639,000 rials, indicating a deficit
of 57,100,000 rials. This deficit, however, was more than covered by the
fact that Goveriment oil royalties in sterling were included in revenues
only to the extent that such sterling was actually converted into rials.
In the 1947-48 year, an amount of sterling substantially exeseding the
equivalent of 57,100,000 rials was received but not converted. In the
1946-47 year, revenues of 5,797,000,000 rials exceeded expenditures of
5,644,280,000 rials by 153,000,000 rials.

The budget presented by the Goverment to the Majlis on April 15,
1948, for the 1948-49 year showed estimated revenues of 7,154,000,000
rials and expenditures of 8,891,000,000 rials indicating a deficit of
1,737,000,000 rials. Included in the budget were over 1,000,000,000
rials for economic development, of which a part represented funds which
would otherwise have been included in the ordinary budget. The principal
increases in expenditure proposed were for government buildings, irri-
gation and the Ministry of War.

The Maj3is on February 15 authorized the Government to proceed with the execution of
the Seven-Year Plan on the basis of the bill prepared by the Special Commission of
the Majlis, with minor alterations.

March 21, 1947 to March 20, 1948
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D~gg (continued)

As had been the ease for several years, the Najlis failed to approve
the budget and the Government continued to operate on the basis of
monthly budgets which required the Governfent to limit its expenditures
within revenues actually collected.

The Goverment's Internal debt in December 31st, 1948, amounted to
approximateay 5.4 billion rials, virtually unchanged free the beginning
of the year. Nearly all of this internal debt is owed to the National
Bank. The Government's cash balance during 1948 increased by 900,000,000
rials, suggesting that Government revenues may have exceeded expenditures
by this amount.

In November, 1948, the Government redeemed its last remaining external
funded debt by calling an amount of L76,637 representing the outstanding
balance of an Iranian loan floated in London in 1911.

Banking ad Currency

Currenoy in circulation fel about 4% during the year, amounting to
6,631.000,000 rials on December 21st, 1948, as compared with 6,905,000,000
rials on December 22, 1947.

Demand deposits at the National Bank increased from 7,531,000,000
rials on December 22, 1947 to 9,389,000,000 rials on December 21st, 1948.
Of this increase, about 900,000,000 rials wepresented increased cash
balances of the Government. The fact that currency in circulation
declined 4% despite an increase in commodity prices of aboat 10% suggests
that the deposit increase in part reflects an increasing tendency on the
part of the public to employ the bank as a deposit medium instead of
retaining currency.

Figures are not available regarding the trend of deposits of the
Imperial Bank of Iran, the only other important onercial bank in Iran.
At the end of the year its deposits were understood to have been in the
neighborhood of 1.3 billion rials.

Loand and advances by the National Bank on private account increasid
from 743,000,000 rials on December 22, 1947, to 912,000,000 rials on
December 21, 1948.

In general the money market was tight throughout the year with
basaar rates for secured loans ranging from 20% to 35%. The Bank Melli
reduced it. official discount rate from 5% to 4% on August 23, 1948. This
rate was nominal insofar as the trading ownmunity was concerned because it
was applicable only against prime short-term credits.

The Anglo-Iranian Financial Agreement of November, 1947, was extended
one year to November, 1949. As operated up to the close of 1948, the
British Treasury, under this agreement, converted sterling into dollars
for Iranian purchases in the dollar area on a relatively free basis.



Forejin Exchanze Controls

On February 9, 1948, a dooree was issued stating that the Exchange
Coimission would issue foreign exchange permits valid at the official
rate for the importation of the following goodsa

'sugar, loaf-sugar, tea, cotton piecegoods, agricultural and industrial
machinery, scientific and technical books, magasines, newspapers paper,
drugs, scientific, surgical and laboratory instruments, trucks, gunny
and hessian cloth 0.

The Exchange Comiission was deluged with applications for this
official-rate exchange. Partly due to administrative difficulties and
partly due to opposition from the National Bank representatives on the
Exchange Comaission to the issuanee of any permits at the official rate,
practically no permits were issued under the terms of the decree. The
National Bank representatives consituted only two out of five members of the
Exchange Commission, but the remaining three representatives were not disposed
to over-rule their opposition. 2he view of the bank representatives was
that opportunity should be taken to stabilise Iranian exchange at a single
rato either Through formal devaluation or through stabilisation of the
market, for exchange certificates.

This controversy had a markedly deterrent effect on trade* In the
first place, the large receipts of foreign exchange from the oil company
were not released for trade purposes with the result that the free
exchange rate was bid up. The dollar was quoted above rials 60 throughout
the first half of the year. Foreign trade comitments bymerchants
involved a high element of risk not only because of fluctuating
exchange rates but also because of the possibility that the Goverrment
might eventually release exbhangs at the much lower official rates for
certain types of imports.

Near the end of July, the controversy was resolved by the issuance of
a dooree with the following principal provisionsa

(1) Exchange was to be released at the official rate only to
the Govermnent. Later on, an amount of 1.2,850,000 was
set aside for sale at the official rate for certain categories
of industrial and agricultural equipment. Applications for
this exchange were screened by the Ministry of Agriculture
jpd the Ministry of National Economy and by the end of the
year all this exchange had been allocated.

(2) Two categories of relatively essential goods were established,
on one of which official rate exehange could be obtained
equal to 60% of cost, and on the other exchange equal to
30% of cost. Goods eligible for 60% official rate exchange
included cotton poice goods, pharmaceuticals and paper.
Goods eligible for 30% official rate exchange included iron
and steel, dyes and chemicals, trucks and truck tires.
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(3) The National Bank was authorised to reduce and stabilise
the free exchange rates by becoming a buyer and seller of
exchange certificates. The Bank acted immediately to re-
duce dollar exchange rates from 67 to 61. In September
the rate was further reduced to 57.50 and by the end of
the year the Bank rate was 54.50*.

Reaction of the import trading cmmnity was generally favorable to
the new decree and unusually heavy orders were placed for goods from
abroad. The effect on Iranian exports was naturally unfaborable and
by the end of the year there were many complaints with regard to the
position of exports.

The Council of Ministers passed a foreign exchange decree on Dec-
ember 29, 1948, the principal provision of which enables exporters to deduct
the selling price of exchange sale certificates from the valuation placed
on exports at customs houses in order to determine the amount of the
exporters' exchange undertaking. An anomalous situation had previously
prevailed under which exporters were being asked to deliver an amount of
exchange which considerably exceeded the exhoange proceeds from their
export*, unless they were able to prevail upon customs housest appraisers
to give a modest estimate of the local market value of the exports.

2oWl of Lfzt

Living costs in Iran, as measured by indexes compiled by the National
Bank, rose 7.7% between January and October, 1948 as coujpred with a rise
of 5.2% between January and December 1947. The food component of the
index showed the most pronounced upward tendency with an increase of 15%
betqeen January and October 1948. The index in October stood at 928 (with
1936-1947 as 100), 17% below the var-time peak of 1,121 reached by the
index in August 1944.

Wholesale prices at Tehran rose 10% between -anuary and October 1948,
influenced largely by the foodstuff component which showed an increase of
19.5%. In 1947, wholesale prices increased 10% between January and
December. The index in October 1948 stood at 759, (1936-37 equals 100) as
compared with a war time peak of 716 in July 1944.

The position of the cost of living and wholesale prices for various
selected months is given in Table 1.

P5TRaXBUM

In 1948 the Iranian economy received increasing financial benefit from
the oil concession granted to the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (AIOC).
Total receipts of foreign exchange from the oil company amounted to approx-
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IITRUM (continued)

Imately L25,000,000 as compared with an estimated L20,000,000 received in
the year 1947. The 125,000,000 received in 1948 included from L8,000,000
to L.9,000,000 paid to the Iranian Government in the form of royalties,
in accordance with the terms of the concession. The balance of the
exchange was sold by the Company to the National Bank at the official rate
in order to obtain rials to cover operating expenses in Iran. The foreign
exchange received by Iran from the AIOC is estimated to have amounted to -
almost twice the exchange received from Iran's general exports.

'Crude oil production in 1948 amounted to 24,870,000* tons as compared
with 20,194,838 in 1947, an increase of 23%. Part of the increased prod-
uction was accounted for by deliveries of crude oil to Socony Vaeum
Incorporated, and Standard Oil Company (New Jersey). These Anrican
companies concluded a long-term contract for purchasing crude oil from
AIOC in December, 1946.

In the fall of 1948 the AIOC started construction of a 56-mile pipe-
line from the Agha Jari Field to tanker loading facilities at Bandar
Wsa'hour. This 29m220 pipe line will carry approximately 100,000 barrels
daily of etude, of which a substantial proportion will be exported to the
United States.

The two Government-owned cotton spinning and weaving plants at
Behshahr and Shahi produced 15,000,000 yards of cloth i& the year
ending March 21, 1948'. Production in the nine privately owned
textile mills in Isfahan amounted to 7,900,000 meters of cotton cloth,
2,270 meters of woolen cloth, and 2,500 metric tons of cotton yarn.
Production figures on the 15 or so textile mills elsewhere in Iran are
not available.

A private company in Shiras ordered a 12,000 spindle spinning mill
from the United States and considerable interest was manifested in the
purchase of cotton spinning and woaving machinery by various other
groups of Iranian capitalists. Prises for imported piece goods receded
toward the end of the year with the result that some of these plans
for new plants were in abeyance.

The principal woolen-goodes manufacturers, with mills in Isfahan,
threatened to discontinue operations unless the Government provided
assistance. The Government responded by prohibiting the importation
of second-hand clothing, reducing the import quota for woolen cloth
and ordering that Government needs for woolen goods be met from
domestic production.

* Production figures for previous years are not available.



The Government's silk factory at Chalus produced 400,000 meters of
silk tissues in the year ended March 21, 1948, as compared with a
potential capacity of 1,000,000 mters.

Production of burlap in the Government's jute plant amounted to
about 1,000,000 sacks in the year ended March 21, 1948.

ABU

The weaving of rugs, although a handicraft activity, is an Important
Iranian industry providing direct or supplementary income to many thousands
of Iranian families. In the year ended March 21, 1948, exports of rugs
amounted to 2,689 metric tons, a quantity considerably below exports of
3,367 metric tms in the preceding year, but approximately comparable to
exports in the pre-war years 1938-1940.

Reflecting favorable crop conditions, the Government-owned sugar
mills produced 52,000 metric tons of refined best sugar in the year
endbd March 21, 1948, as compared with 32,700 metric tons in the
preoed,ing year. Total sugar consumption in 1948 is estimated at about
135,000 metric tons.

The cement plant at Tehran owned by the Industrial and Mining Bank is
the only coment plant in Iran and produced 43,000 metrie.ons of cement in
the year ended March 21, 1948. This was an amount far below the country's
need and the Industrial and Mining Bank announced an adjudication for the
purchase of a new cement plant with a capacity of 300 tons a day. A
private company in Shiras concluded a contract for the purchase of a 200
metric ton per day plant from an American supplier and negotiations were
in process for the purchase of one or two other cement plants.

1014280

The factories of the Tobacco Monopoly, owned and operated by the
Government, were managed with relative efficiency and the revenues aconuing
to the Monopoly represented about 20% of total governmental revenues.
Cigarette production declined in the year ended March 21, 1948, to
3,060,000 cigarettes from 3,550,000 in the preceding year. This inter-
ruption to a previous steady upward trend of consumption was caused by an
increase in retail prices.

There were no important developments in the mining industries.
Coal production was roughly estimated at about 200,000 tons of which
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about 120,000 tons were taken from Government mines. Approximately 10,000
tons of red iron oxide were exported from the Government-owned deposits on
Normos Island. Siall amounts of copper, lead, arsenic, and sulphur were
produced.

TRAMPRTATIO AID CQ4UNICATION

RaKsrdga

The rolling stook of the Iranian State Railways underwent a gradual
deterioration in 1948 owing to lack of adequate maintenance and a shortage
of spare parts.

Coincident with the deterioration of rolling stock, there was a mounting
demand for railroad haulage facilities. An increased tonnage of imports
was shipped by rail from the southern ports to Tehran. Also there was
rising consumption of petroleum products in the country most of which was
shipped by rail from the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company refinery at Abadan.

- Oil shipments comprised an estimated 50% of revenue freight on the south to
north, haul.

The' railroad administration recognised that the situation required
prompt remedial action if a transport crisis were to be avoided, but was
handicapped by lack of funds. The railroad negotiated a settlement with the
British Government for the use of the railway during the war which would
involve a payment by the British of 5,700,000, but at the end of the year
the requisite ratification by the Majlis had not been obtained.

Rail-laying on a 100-kilometer line from Qum to Kashan was half
completed during the year and it was expected that the line would be in
operation in 1949. A small amount of grading work was acecomplished for
the projected Shahroud-Mesked and Xianah-Tabris lines.

R g a d-

Although a few small projects were undertaken, there were no major
road building projects in 1948. The amount of highway asphalting did not
exceed 150 miles. A substantial portion of the road budget was spent on
maintaining the dirt and gravel roads which comprise most of the country's
road mileage. In general, road deterioration continued to outdistance road
repair.

The volume of motor vehicle transport expanded. Gasoline sales were
up 8% over 1947 and diesel motor oil sales up 81%. In the period from
March 1947 to March 1948, 3,000 passenger ears, 150 busses and 2,200 trucks
were imported, according to Iranian customs statistics. The number of
vehicles in operation at the end of the year was not recorded officially
but may be estimated at 9,000 passenger cars, 12,000 trucks and 3,200 busses.
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Civil Aviin

The Iranian Airways Company made considerable progress during 1948
In expanding and improving its service and in overcoming serious main-
tenance problems. During the first half of the year, there were times when
the company had only one plane in flyable condition. Flight schedules, in
consequence, were highly irregular. By the end of the year, due to the
purchase of spare parts and increased attention to maintenance,. Iranian
Airways Company had five planes in operation and was adhering rather closely
to its published flight schedules. These schedules included regular flights
between principal Iranian cities and weekly services to Cairo and Karachi.

After prolonged negotiations Iranian Airways and Transoontinental and
Western Air signed an agremment on September 7, 1948, settling the claims
and counter claims of the two parties arising out of TWO's managerial
contract with Iranian Airways from December, 1945 to March, 1947. TWA
retained its share of stock in Iranian Airways, amounting to about 12%
of the total.

A second Iranian air transport company, Eagle Airlines, started opera-
tioms in June but diseontinued in November because of financial difficulties.
The empany purchased three eight-seater British-made Dove aircraft.
During its brief period of operations it scheduled 3 flights a week from
Tehran to Abadan, and one weekly flight each to Meshed, Isfahan and Babolsar,
a sumer resort on the Caspian Sea. Eagle Airlines had an operational
maintenance contract with British Overseas Air Corporation. The B.O.A.C.
also secured British pilots for the Iranian company. Eagle Airlines
encountered losses from the start and in November, B.O.A4C. cancelled its
contract with Eagle, because of non-payment of amounts due. At the close
of the year there were no definite plans for resumption of operations.

Five non-Iranian airlines operated scheduled flights to Tehran during
1948: Air France, KIN, SAS, BOAC, and Iraqi Airlines. All of these
companies were operating weekly flights. Irregular rate conditions existed
during most of the year, involving different rates used for converting
foreign currency prices into Iranian rials.

AgriEultural Production

In general, agricultural conditions in 1948 were favorable. Including
feed grains and timber produced in farm woodlots, total agricultural
production is estimated at over 9,700,000 metric tons, or slightly above
that produced in the 1947 crop year. Vegetable products accounted for an
estimated 7,900,000 metric tons or over 80 per cent of total production,
and animal products for 1,800,000 metric tons, or slightly less than 20
per cent of the total.

Wheat and Barley

Wheat and barley are the principal field crops of Iran.
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Production estimates for 1948 are 1,900,000 metric tons of wheat and
850,000 metric tons of barley. This compares with a wheat production
of 1,925,000 metric tons and barley production of 776,000 metric tons in
1947.

According to revised estimates, in the 1946-1947 crop year 3,235,000
hectares, or almost 67 per cent of all crop land in the country (excluding
land in fallow), was planted to these grains. The area seeded for the 1948
harvest is estimated to have been 3,000,000 hectares, the decrease being
due to low precipitation in the fall of 1947. Hwever, the area actually
harvested in 1948 was only slightly below that of 1947, due to the failure
of dry land cultivation in 1947. Fall seeding for harvest in 1949 was below
normal due to unseasonably cold weather and heavy show in the early winter
months.

* There are no official agricultural statistics in Iran. The figures em-
ployed in this section are for the most part estimates by the Embassy. Most
of these statistics do not have a high degree of reliability.

As in the previous years, wheat and barley were collected by the
Governinent from landlords having a surplus production at prices considerably
below the open market price and distributed at low prices through authorised
bakers to urban customers. Government wheat collections from the 1946-47 crop
amounted to 127,400 metric tons and barley collections were 25,300 metric
tons. Government collections from the 1947-48 crop did not exceed 112,000
metric tons of wheat and 30,000 metric tons of barley. Due to the unusually
low carry-over stocks from the previous crop year and th# reduced wheat
collection in 1940, the Governent had difficulty in providing enough cheap
flour. During the late sumr and autumn of 1948 bread riots were reported
in many parts of the country. Stringent Government collection laws, abol-
ished at the end of the war, were renewed and, in a further attempt to in-
prove the wheat supply, the Government appealed for, and was granted an
allocation of 40,000 metric tons of wheat by the International Emergency
Food Committee. At the end of 1948, arrangements had been completed for
the purchase of about three quarters of this amount.

R Is a-

The 1948 crop of milled rice is estimated at 308,000 metric tons,
38 per cent above the 1947 crop of 223,000 metric tons. Hetarage devoted
to the production of rice in 1948 was not larger than the previous
year, but favorable growing conditions resulted in a higher yield.

Domestic consumption for the 1948-1949 crop year is forecast at 280,000
metric tons, compared with 229,000 metrio tons in 1947-48. Stocks as of
July 23, 1948, were estimated at 40,000 metric tons. Exports in the
1947-48 crop year were approximately 16,000 metric tons, but are expected
to be even less in the 194849 crop year because of a Government decree



issued in January 1948 which cancelled all authorizations for rise exports
due to the shortage of bread grains.

Z=it and bfts

There were several marked increases in the 1948 production of fruits
and nuts, as compared with 1947. The 1948 raisin crop is estimated at
38,000 metric tons, 18,000 tons over the previous year. Pistachio nut
production in 1948 is estimated at 4,000 metric tons compared with 870
tons in 1947. This sharp increase resulted from efficient post control,
particularly in the Kasvin area. Almond production, shelled basis, is
estimated at 6,000 metric tons or 500 tons more than the previous year.
Dried apricot production is believed to have been about the same in the
two years, approximately 4,000 metric tons.

Cotton

Cotton production in 1948 is estimated at 22,000 metric tons, ginned
basis. This is about 25 percent above the 1947 crop of 17,500 metric tons
and the largest crop since 1941.

Ddmstic consumption of cotton in the 1948-49 marketing year is estimated
at 19,000 metric tons. During the years 1935-41 Iran was an exporter of
cotton. In recent years, however, cotton production had been less than
domestic requirements, and it has usually been necessary to import* The
relatively high 1948 production made possible the export of 1,475 metric
tons of ginned cotton in the period July 24, 1947 to July 22, 1948. Stocks
as of July 22, 1948, were estimated at 2,000 metric tons*4

Suaa r

Sugar production in 1948-49 is forecasa at 42,000 metric tons,
considerably less than the 51,900 metric tons produced in 1947 but well
above the 32,700 metric tons produced in 1946. The area planted in 1948
was 37,000 hectares or 2,000 hectares above plantings in 1947. Decreased
production was due in part to damage to the crop by the "caradrina * post.
Stocks amounted to 63,561 metric tons as of August 23, 1948, compared to
26,700 metric tons the sam time a year earlier.

In January 1948 the Government abolished the sugar rationing uystem
which had been in effect since early 1942. The market was supplied with
ample quantities of sugar at fixed Government prices and the black market
in sugar gradually disappeared. The 1947 level of consumption, approx-
imately 135,000 metric tons, was maintained in 1948 by increased imports.
Although at present sugar is one of the principal Iranian imports, the

ultimate aim of the Government is to provide for most the country's needs
through domestic production. Equipment for two new sugar refining factories
has been delivered from Czechoslovakia and it may roughly be estimated that
the resultant increase in comestic refining facilities will be about 18,000
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metric tons.

Tea cultivation was intooduced into Iran in 191 by an Iranian
consular representative in India. Up to 1932 the area under cultivation
was below 10,000 hectares. Since 1932 the area has expanded gradually
to approximately 12,550 hectares in 1948. Production in estimated to
have increased from 7,000 metric tons in 1947 to 7,660 metric tons in
1948. Quality of the Iranian tea continued to be poor.

Consumption, amounting to approximately 12,500 metric tons, is
considerably higher than production, so that it is estimated that
about 5,000 metric tons of tea will be imported in the marketing year
ending March 21, 1949.

b 2 a ag2

- Iranian tobacco production in the 1948 crop year is estimated at 17,000
metric tons, slightly above the previous year. Domestic consumption is
estimated to have increased from 11,280 metric tons in 1947-48 to 1,500
metric tons in 1948-49. Exports amounted to 200 metric tons in 1947-48
and are expected to expand somewhat in the 1948-49 marketing year.
Imports have been negligible.

Livgstock

Sheep raising is Irants principal livestock enterprise.
Sheep numbers as of the end of 1948 are roughly estimated at 13,000,000
head compared with 13,190,000 head the previous year. On the basis of
estimates for the last ten years, the sheep and lakb population in Iran
has been slowly decreasing.

Wool production for the year ending March 21, 1949 is forecast at
13,300 metric tons compared with 13,600 metric tons a year earlier. The
bulk of Iranian wool is coarse carpet wool used in the production of carpets
coarse woolen cloth and for export* Domestic consumption amounts to
approximately 8,000 to 9,000 metric tons annually.

F2re _ Trad

Iran is almost completely self sufficient in the production pf all
major agricultural items, except sugar and tea. Agricultural imports in
the 1948 marketing year are forecast at about 139,000 metric tons or about
5,000 metric tons below last year. Exports of agricultural products
(including smuggling) are forecase at 270,000 metric tons or about 33,000
tons below last year. It is anticipated that (excluding oil) agricultural
coimodities will continue to account for about 90 per cent of the volume,
and about two-thirds of the value of all exports. Illegal exports are
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likely to continue, and in aggregate will probably account for close to
100,000 metric tons in 1948, consisting mostly of grain. These illegal
exports have been encouraged by the higher prices in neighboring countries,
especially in Iraq.

While in previous years the U.S;S. R. purchased rather substantial
quantities of Iranian agricultural commodities, very little trade took
place in 1948.

Aricultural Credit.

In the 1947-48 marketing year the Agricultural Bank made close to
10,300 loans, having a total value of 154,500,000 rials. At the end of the
Iranian calendar year 1326 (March 20, 1948) the value of the outstanding
loand was reported to be 391,000,000 rials. About half of the loans,
made in 1947-48 were used for irrigation and land reclamation.

IrriSation Develoment

Action was taken on several irrigation plans in 1948 by irrigation
companies financed and operated jointly by the Government and private
interests.

Work was started in October by the Koohrang Irrigation Company to divert
the Karen water through the mountains to increase the flow of the Zayandeh
River which irrigates the Isfahan area. Construction was completed of a
tunnel 4,400 meters long from the Hkroun river for the irrigation of the
Behbehan area. The construction o f a reservoir dam by Upy Larestan
Irrigation Company has been completed, while a weir for the irrigation of
Lorestan province is nearing completion. The effectiveness of the *ganat "
system in the Tabris area has been doubled. A power plant and pumps have
been ordered by the Jahrom Irrigation Company for the irrigation of central
Fare, and plans have been made for the utilization of Gargar fall in the
Mian-ab area. Work on the Saveh project south-west of Tehran is at a stand-
still pending investigations by a soil mechanics engineer.

Wells connected underground

FMNIGN TZAD AND TRAC C(NTRAS

In the year ended March 21, 1948, Iran maintained its role as the
vorldts second largest exporter of petroleum products with shipments of
17,913,000 metric tons valued at the equivalent of $312,000,000. In
comparison, exports of merchandise other than petroleum were valued at
$63,000,000.

Inasmuch as revenues from petroleum exports are received by the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Company as concessionaire and are not directly available to the
Iranian economy, it is of interest to compare Iran's foreign trade on a basds
excluding the exports and imports of the oil company. Based on Iranian
customs statistics this trade was as followvs
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TABE III Merchandise Foreign Trade of Iran
In Millions of Rials*

t I Excess of
s Exports s Imports s Imports

s 8 a over
a S EiXpOrtB

1324 (March 21 1945 to
March 20, 1946) 1,684 2,963 1,279

1325 (March 21, 1946 to
March 20, 1947) 2,284 3,841 1,557

1326 (March 21, 1947 to
March 20, 1948) 2,056 4,603 2,547

L327 (six months (Marsh 21
to September 21, 1948)
on annual basis 1,800 3,618 1,818

Sources Customs Administratten 4

In the Iranian year ending March 21, 1948, exports declined 13% from
1,285,000,000 rials to 1,056,000,000 rials. Imports in the same year
increased by 20% from 3,841,000,000 rials to 4,603,000,000 rials. The
characteristic surplus of imports over exports increased to 2,547,000,000
rials in the year ended March 21, 1948, the largest import surplus ever
experienced. Iran has been able to experienes successive import surpluses
without a damaging effect on its economy because of the foreign exbhkagW
receipts from the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company.

Preliminary statistics for the six months March 21, 1948, to
September 21, 1948, indicate a further decline in exports of about 10
percent. Imports during this period were, on an annual basis, note than
20% below imports for the year ended March 21, 1948 a condition which was
partly caused by general uncertainty as to the government's foreign exchange
policy.

The principal Iranian exports and imports in the year ended March
21, 1948 are summarized in Table IV.
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TABLE IV - Princinal Iranian Imports and Exdorts in 1326 l9/A7-h)

Exports Value in Imports Value in
1,000 Rio 1,000 Rls

Rugs 428,949 sugar 555,905

Dried fruits & nuts 425,026 cotton piece goods 480,050

Medicinal plants &
Seeds 227,135 etals and metal products 369,393

Guns 180,738 Tea 366,010

Opium 178,434 Silk cloth (pure and
artificial) 345,180

Rice 112,004 Woolen cloth 264,946

Wool 84,896 Automobiles & trucks 262,629

Lambskins 57,412 Tires & tubes 183,594

Pharmaceuticals 150,374

Souree: Customs Administration

One of the principal developments in Iran's foreign trade relation-
ships in 1948 was the virtual essation of trade with the Soviet Union.
In the year ending March 21, 1947, trade with the Soviet Union represented
22% of Iran's total foreign trade. In the following year the proportion
attributable to the Soviet Union fell to 10% and in the six months
period March 21, 1948 to September 21, 1948, Soviet trade accounted for
less than * of 1% of Iran's total trade. This suspension in trade
resulted from a failure of the two governments to agree on a satisfactory
trade agreement, negotiations for which were carried on sporadically.
Owing to the increased availability of imports from other markets of the
world and alternate markets for exports, the discontinuance of trade with
the Soviet Union has caused no apparent distress to Iran's economy.

Iran's import regulations were simplified in 1948 by removal of the
requirement that importers must obtain import quota reservations in ad-
vance of opening of letters of credit. The only commodities for which
previous reservation continued necessary were 23 items on a restricted
list which included automobiles, rayon and woolen piece goods. Iran con-
tinned in operation but the quotas were so substantial that importers were
virtually free to bring in any amount of merchandise. The most important
commodity on which the quota was exhausted in 1948 was passenger auto-
mobiles.
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On June 8, 1948, the Majlis attaehed to a Bill restricting the export
of rice, a rider which prohibits the issuance of import licenses to non-
Iranians. This nationalistic legislation discriminating against foreigners
was protested by nearly every diplomatic mission in Iran, but up to the
end of the year there was no evidence that the Iranian Government intendd
any revision of its policy. In its application, the measure had little
effect on Iranian trade because various cirauuventory procedures were
adopted, such as the establishment of dum=y companies with the stock
nominally in the hands of Iranians.

During the year trade negotiations were conducted with 1seehoslovakia,
Franee, India and the U.S.S.R., but no treaties or agreements were signed.
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FoRm No. 57
5-8 INTERNATIO ,ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AV, ZVELOPMENT

OFHCE MEMORANDUM
To: Mr. liff DATE: February 11, 1949

FROM: E. A.

SUBJECT: IRAN: Correction and Addendiu

The foggy phrasing is regretted in my memorandum of 8 February.

What was Meant:

that Naficy, in talking with ngert, indicated that the

information was an official reply to our questionnaire. Therefore, even

if we had seen it only informally so far, it was sufficiently official in

the eyes of the Iranian Government to be regarded as such by us. Hence,

io put it to commercial use, if such is to be the case, is inappropriate.

- #~I .- 40(

70-7 -
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oNo. 57
(5-48) NTERNATIONA BAN FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND -VELOPMENT! Z(.i1

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ilifk-2  DATE: February 8, 1949

FROM: 1, A.

SUBJECT: IRAN: Economic Information

I attach a copy of a memorandum by Mr. Bochenski on Iran' s answer

to our basic questionnaire. The material in question was hardly adequate when

first shown to us, even though Naficy had mentioned to Engert in December that

information had been presented to the Bank and gave it an official flavor in

Iran. Actually, to have Alati work on the data may improve it, but the

question is raijed that the Bank might well be sade an unwitting participant

in a commercial promotion as a result.

Probably there isn't much to do about this at the moment, except

to continue pressing the Embassy for the material in view of Mr. Garner's

projected trip.

Attachment/i

oc: Dr. Welk
Mr. Bochenski

Ie



INTERNATIONA JANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND -VELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dr. William G. Wlk DATE: February 7, 1949

FROM: 1P. G. Boohenuki Y~

SUBJECT. Iran's Answer to the Bank's Questietmaira.

1. As you know, conversations with Iran with regard to the
possibilities of a loan have been dragging on since October 1946.

As very little reliable data with regard to this country
are available, it has always been regarded as essential to colleet at
least such information as may be found with the Government and Bank hlli.
Accordingly, a questionnaire was sent to Mr. Naficy in Tehran in September
1947 by Mr. Hill, and anoter copy of the same questionnaire was given to
Mr. Nemasee of the Iranian Embassy in November 1947.

2. No answer was received until October 1948, when Mr. Magidian,
an Iranian - who at that time worked for the I.M.P., and at present is
the representative of the Bank Mall in New York - presented a set of
drafts, representing a large part of the answers to our questionnaire.
In cooperation with Xr. Bayne's offioe,. I made a preview of this material,
and, later on, accompanied by Mr. agidian, visited Mr. Nemaxee, ommercial
Counsellor of the Iranian Embassy. We reviewed the whole material, cleared
which additional points could be answered imiediately and which ones would
have to be investigated by a Mission on the spot, and agreed that he would
retype and edit the available material which we return*, and send it to us
by the end of Novmber 1948.

3. Until now, the material has not been returned to us. Mr.
Magidian, to whom I talked about it at the last day of his work in the Fund
(Dee. 31, 1948) explained to me, with some embaament, that a person out-
side the Embassy has been entrusted with the 'editing' (retyping was realLy
nearly all that was required) of the material, and that this outsider.
apparently was trying to make the most of this little job by re-writing and
analysing it, which caused this unnecessary delay.

4. A few days ago, Mr. Bayne introduced me to Mr., Hashmat Ala'i,
from the Middle East Research Bureau, Inc. in Washington. During a longish.
conversation, I learned that it was Mr. Ala'i's above-named Bureau which
kept the material in question. As far as I could make out, this Bureau tried
to use the material for a propaganda book on Iran, and there seemed to be
some misunderstanding between the Embassy and the Bureau over the whole subject.

5. I saw Mr. Nasar, the new Alternate Executive Director for Iran,
etc., the other day, and mentioned to him this regrettable delay. He said that
he would try to dig out the material again, and expressed his regret that, as
a result of this delay, Mr. Garner may ndt be properly briefed on Iran before
his journey.

FGB:eh

OFFICE SERVICES 17.10
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OFTCE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: January 26, 1949

FROM: I.

SUBJECT: IRAN

Mr. Garner was interviewed this morning by Mr. Taghi Naser, Alter-
nate Executive Director for Iran, and related the meeting to the writer later.
Mr. Nassr made the following points:

1. That he felt there should be an expressed assurance from both
the United Kingdom and the United States of full support for
Iran's seven-year development program (it was not clear whether
this reference to the United Kingdom had specific reference to the
convertibility into dollars of sterling receipts from Anglo-Iranian
oil revenues).

2. That the Bank should keep in mind that in talking with Iran it was
discussing a program that required an enormous amount of enthusiasm
in a generally lethargic economy, and that a strictly business
approach would not assist in emphasising anything but defeatism,
1 and a possible failure of the whole effort.

3. Mr. Naser felt that a basic problem in Iran and one which he felt
should be clearly understood by Overseas Consultants, involved
the creation of an independent authority. Since much of the exist-
ing development in Iran was already in the hands of goverment mini-
stries, it was difficult to see how one rail projtct could be opera-
ted, for example, independently of railroads already under the
Ministry of Communications. If this conflict were to be carried
into other fields, how much authority could be given effectively to
a government instrument not responsible to the existing Government?

4. He suggests, therefore, that 00I might well confine its detailed
studies to those projects which would not conflict with government
operating authorities that already exist.

Mr. fass also raised with Mr. Garner the possibility of Garner's
visiting Iran during his forthcoming trip through the Mediterranean. Naser
suggested that such a visit might be useful, although he did not know what
his Goverment's position would be at this time, apparently he would cable
his Government for an opinion.

Mr. Garner suggested that after discussing the results of the first
survey by 00I, the timing and constitution of a mission to Iran to be co-
ordinated with his visit there be considered, and that some suggestions be
made as soon as possible.
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~NDUM

TO: Mr. nor DATE: Januay 25, 1949

FROM: E, A.

SUBJECT: IANs Overseas Consultants, Inc. Program

The State Department has recently received a copy of the second contract
between the Goverment of Iran and Overseas Consultants, Inc. from a confidential
source, and has made the contract available to us privately. 00I has not yet
indicated its findings to the State Department openly. Included with the
Department's despatch from Teheran was a copy of the draft report of the first
OCI mission who visited Iran in December, written for oral presentation to
Messrs. Naficy and Ebtehaj before the return of the first group for the United
States. Presumably, 00I is now preparing a written report for presentation to
the Iranian authorities which would be based upon thi draft.

It will be noted that this brief report (a copy of which is attached)
.lndicates that OCI believes that the physical and manpower resources of Iran
should be able to stand the weight of the Severn-Year Plan under certain conditions,
and to this extent it agrees with the previous Morrison-Knudsen survey. Among
these eonditions is the establishment of a nonpolitical development agency
along the lines conceived in the present legislation before the Majlis. The
report also points out that any economic development plan for Iran should be
broad and not rigid. It emphasized that the managing director of the proposed
development agency must have a high degree of operating authority, presumably
free from political complications.

The seeond OCI contract, now in effect, the cost of which is not to exceed
$600,000, provides for the detailed working out of the plan within the scope
of the present economic development bill. It does not differ materially from
what we understood it would be when Governor Ebtehaj discussed their plan with
you during the autumn.

So far as I know, this is the first report that the Bank has had of OCIt s
first mission. I believe we understood in October that 00I would indicate to
us what particular areas of the economy they though most profitable for the
Bank to study at this time. On this basis, we indicated to Governor Ebtehaj
during his diseussions here that we would be prepared to accept or reject these
preliminary OCI recommendations and then indicate to Iran what projects in
general we wished to pursue with them. These views would be offered by a
general Bank mission to be sent during the duration of the second 00I contract,
presumably in February or March 1949. Unless 00I is prepared to give us more
details than those provided in this report, it would be difficult for the Bank
to offer any reasonable judgment on either projects or general approach. It now
appears that we must await the results of the second 00I survey where specific
projects will be worked out, then to be presented to us for study. Such a plan,
if this is OGIts program, overlooks the fact that we would undoubtedly wish to
examine Iran as a whole ourselves, and not rely exclusively upon 00I, however
sound they may prove to be.



Judging from Ebtehaj's discussions with us in September and subsequently
with Bgert in Teheran last month, he may be extremely disappointed if the Bank
does not indicate soon (as we said we would do as a result of OCI's preliminary
work) in what areas it might be willing to support the Seven-Year Plan. I sug-
gest that it might be useful to have a confidential conversation with OCI to
determine whether this report, as attached, is all they offer at the moment or
whether they could give the Bank more specific recommendations at this time.

I have talked this over with Mr. Madigan, who will arrange a meeting between
you and the 00I people next week if you agree. If you have a moment, we might
discuss this, particularly in the light of your proposed visit to the general
area.

Attachment/

ec: ssrs: Schmidt
Welk
Madigan
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OF ICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. R. L. Garne DATE: 24 January 1949

FROM: W.A.B. Iliff
DECLASSIFIED CONFIDE1TIAL

SUBJECT: Overseas Consultants, Inc* JUN 062013

WBGARCHIVES

I attended a meeting at the British Embassy on Thursday, 20 January.
There were present Mr. J. W. Taylor (H.M. Minister, Commercial),Mr.
Bromley, his assistant, and Mr. Fitt and Mr. Olivier, representing Sr.
Alexander Gibb and Partners. Mr. Fitt is one of the partners in the
firm and Mr. Olivier is his South African engineer who has been working
for the firm in Iran for the past two or three years. Mr. Fitt and
Mr. Olivier had flown over especially from London to discuss with OCI
the extent to which Gibb might be able to participate in our plans for
Iran.

Mr. Fitt told me that arrangements had now been made for a team
ofseven to proceed to Iran almost at once to undertake phase two of
thp operation. The team would consist of:

1. Project manager - Mr. Bookhalter of Stowm.
and Webster

2. General engineer - belived to be called Weeks

3. Health expert - a doctor Turner 4

4. Educational expert - Dr. King Hall from the
University of Columbia

5. Agrigultural expert - Dr. Johnston

6. Office manager, and

7. Secretary

It was probable that the general engineer will be replaced by a
group from Gibb whose function it will be not only to study specific
engineering projects within the plan, but to give engineering advice
right across the board.

Mr. Fitt told me he thought their conception of the Seven-Year
Plan was good. He doubted, however, very strongly the capacity of
Iran to execute the Plan. The main difficulty in the way was lack
of technicians to operate installations once they had been constructed.
He thought that Iran was faced with the need of training,over a period
of years, numbers of technicians in every field.



Memo - R.L.Garner - Overseas Consultants, Inc.

Mr. Fitt told me he thought Bookhalter was a good fellow but
doubted if he was high level enough to determine priorites between
the various sectors of the Plan. Fitt thought, however, that the
arrangements would probably provide for such questions to be remitted
back to the Board of OCI for determination.

I told Fitt what the Bankts position was. I said that there
could be no question of us making a comitment to invest $250 million
in Iran's Development Plan and that if any of his colleagues in OCI
or any authorities in the Persian Government harbored any illusions
on this point then he could do a very good servide -in dis-illusioning
them. I said, however, we should be prepared to give sympathetic
consideration to any well thought out modest, specific projects
which might emerge from OCI' s examination of the situation, and which
were within Iran's capacity to finance both from the point of view of
availability of local capital and from the point of view of Iran's
capacity to finance external debt. Fitt "said he was completely in
agiuement with our approach. I asked Fitt for his views about when
wouldbe an appropriate time for the Bank to send the promised mission
to Iran. He said he thought the middle of March would be an opportune
moment. This would be about half-way through OCI's present operations.

MW. Bromley raised the point that the British Foreign Office had
suggested that some of the experts on the staff of the Middle East
Office in Cairo might usefully be associated with 00I in this opera-
tion. Apparently the proposal had been discussed with U.S. State
Department who took a sympathetic view. I said I thought it would be
a mistake for either the British Foreign Office or-the U. S. State.
Department to take any initiative with OCI in this direction. I agreed
that some of the British Middle East Office experts could make a useful
contribution, but I thought that the best way to achieve something on
these lines would be if the suggestion was made by the Iranian authori-
ties, themselves, to OCI. The Iranian authorities might be appro-
priately stimulated by the U.S. and British Embassies in Teheran. Every-
one present agreed that this was the desirable approach.

In the course of the general conversation, Fitt told me that he
regarded the direct contacts between British and American engineers
as being most useful and productive. He had discovered that methods
in the two countries were completely diffhrent and he thought that each
would learn a lot from the other. I think this rather indicates the
usefulness of Mr. Madigan's projected trip to Europe.

(Dictated 21 January)
Not read
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J&KaQat 1*, 1949

Rio Eellency The Prime Rainister
Government of Ira

Tor JMefllency:

Under date of October 7, 1948 Overseas (onsultanta, lao. entered into
a centrat with the Government of Iran titled *Agreeaont for kpert Servicesy
whieh provided for an initial study in Iran of a prograw uAder eonsideratieS
by the Govrnaent for the Improvenet of the toonosie aMa soctal welfare
of Iran.

Under this agreement Ovezoees Consultants, InR, agre.d to fuarnish a

*piaion ased on the data available or to be seared withinA t liit *

period prorided for this study as to the ability of the oeonomy and pbsical
and ana pmer reoouroes of Iran to support the proposed developmant program

of a (U.S.) (21 billion rials), which prograa, it is contemplated,
will be carried out within the fortlaoming six or seven yearl aad to review

the presently established allocution of the over-.li appropriation to the
several elements of the Iranian economy by categories. The report, as
provided for in this Agreenent, is submitted herein,

In accordance with the Agreement, a groap of five individuals-oonprie

of directors and repreosenttives of Oerses Consultanta, Ino. visited Iraa,

arriving in Tehraz on Noverabor 14th. They were joined there by fat 1.

thornburg, who w .rked with the group throughout their study a' eonsultant

and as liaison with representatives of the Iranian Government. The group

remained in Iran until December 2nd. Throughout their stay they worked

in close association with Dr. H. Meeharra-KaIficy, -airector of the Provi-
sional Deyelopaent Programme Organisation; and were afforded the aid and
co-operation of Mr. A.H.Ebtehaj, 3overnor of bank Melli Iran. They wore

furnished with all available doants relating to the 5even-Year Plan, and w
with euch statistical records and data as had been aaseabled as a matter

of record in the various Uoverament deartments or agencies.



Ia the oaroe of their stay the group 4ourneyed to the Caspian Sea

?rovizwea, part travelling by road and part by railroads visited a mber
of the industrial pl1nte in that area and observed the agricultural ati.-

vitiee, living conditions and othr elosents of the economy of the distriot;

and later viaited Isfahan, Kashan and interening a s, again making
observations, visiting sehools and industrial plante. the grotp als spent
one entire day traveling by air over the larger part of the central portion

ot the eo uatry,

Pe are aonfident that the Government of Ima will, reognis. that the

short time available for this pxliminary study necessarily limited detailed

coasideration of the Seven-Year Plan ad Of the monetary allocatioas

proposed in the Bill now before the Iranian Majless, and thit the baekgrount
for opinions on the fThdamental queationa outlined in the abov.-aentionead

Agreement obulA only be arrived at by the following proceduress

I. Aequiritg informtion by travel ad observation as eemprhen-
sivoly as possible as to brad fundamentale of- the Xmian

soeial and ecoomie struoturo,

2. Meeting and intervAwIng individuale most @saqtent to provide

the group with eonsidered and impartial judgmAent on the major
aspects of the Iranian situation.

3. Aalyzing official statiStion and information of the eouatky.

4. Ramtwing tae provisiono of the proposed Seven-Year Pla froa

a praoti.al viewpoint rather than from a parely teohnioal one.



It is evident that there would have been no need for the SoVen-Year
Plan, nor for our present report, if social and economie onditions in ImA
had beo entirely satisfactory. As support for our ,eonlasions, it is ae-
aessary to samarise some of the onditions which without doubt are res-
ponsible for tue proposal of a Ievwn-Year Plan. Saah summary must not be
taken as criticism of one ouantry by a group of nationals from another,
but as reflecting our enteavor to be most careful in attempting to diagnose
the needs of Iran.- Certain outstanding charaoterbstios of the present
ovr-all itahtion in Iran are apparent or readily detersinable. those
which in our opinion are pqrtinena to this report are summarized below%

1. While te Government of Iran has ertain internal and external
debts, in our opinion these are not material as related to the
Government's financial position.

2. The resourees and revenaes of the country are capable of
improvement and ex pansio*.

3. the Iraian economy is far fros being a free ecOaw.

(a) & substantial part of tae large businesses of Iran
are Government owned and operated. In our opinion,
this soAtribates materially to ineffi4iency and for
-the disoouragement of private investment in industry.

(b) The railroad system is Qoveramcit owned and operated,
with limited maintenance which tends increasingly to
dimikish the efficiency of its operations.

(a) The administration if the GovernaeAt, itself, wad
Government-cenvrolled businesres is ooaezntrated
and oentralisod at Tehran. As a result, Iran Is
not developing conpeteit regional and local admi-
nistrators. We b.lieve such procedure to be highly
undesirable, eventually tending to beome dangerous,
as the affairs of a great country eannot be #ffi-
ciently run by eoneentrating the powe ro decision
on matters of regianal or local iaporta% in any. be
city.

4. Social stratification is extereme. There is a small raling
class which generally does not seem to have developed the
feeling of broad social responsibility. The middl slas Is
insignifioant in naabers and inflaance. The great amse of
people which constitutes tV. remainder of the population is
genrally under-nourished, disease-ridden, indigent and
bliterate.



5. The lovel of public health in extrem.ly low, which is
attributable to certain all-too-genoral conditiomA, such ast

(a) Manutrition

(4) Bad hoasing *onditions, both rural and urbaa.

(a) Improper wuter purification and househol
water su- plies,

(4) Inadequate or gunisation for handling eandemi deaases.

(e) Lack of sewerage systems in aitiest wad sewage
dis posal generally.

(t) General lack of even the siaplest zedJal oars.
This oomes from the lack of a geaeral plan for
training dotors, nurses and publie health of-
ficiala, and lack of provision of facIlities
for their work.

6. The educational aystvs is inadequate at all levels, both in
gsnerul and in vocational trainisg.

7. The feudal sy;tmn in the frn of village ownership by a
single landlord exsts widely in the counity.

S. The national statistical service is uneatiifactory and ua-
reliable.

9 9. The level of administative aorality in Government is not high.

10. The road triweportation systea, thanks to the fortunate
aceideat of availability of war surplus trucks and chassis
for buses, is well equipped, but it rwns on inadequate and
improprely maintained highways with oonequent high depre-
Oiation of the vehicles.

11. The physiographi. characteriatics of the ecountry make its
adequate development difficualt but not impossible. Itp
water resourses are subetantisl but crudely and inadequately
used. The mineral reaourees are probably large but, except
for petroleum, almost undeveloped and rolatively unprospeted.

12. The agricultural and pastoral methods are primitive. The
qualities of afrioultural products are generally far below
the desimble and possible staai whieh should be reached
and maintained. 3oil erosion and waste of timber resources
are menacing to the futurewell-being of the land.

13. go eountry csa thrive Lmleso it has a rea onably well
developed system etr sollection, atrage and di tributlon of
its surplae prodUtion. Iran generally does not have enough
surplus agricultural production over the needs for ainiau*
local subsistence, nor where these surpluses are produeed is



thsr any adoquat* means b wnich they can be oollsat.d,
ransported and distributel to those focalities which aeed

them to supplemint their own sabsistonoe roquirezsntv. This
in extreaely iaportant.

14, Tax reform is iuiwrative. The system now in effeet for the
the imposition, apportioneament and .olleation of taxes is
aeting as a brake on the progress of Iran.

The fOreging aummsry liats som. of the major eMaracteristies

of tie Irwanin euonoy, but we hare not attezpted to make th sauaary

*oapletw.

4# have, of zoourse, studied not only the eharacteristios of

Iran, itself, but we nave also given &ttentioa to the provisions of the

S.vea-Yar PlaA bill now before the Vajl*s. iAe ave, likewise, studied
Dr. Xoatarraf Nafisy's "Prel inary k port on the Pewsi,_@Ave-Ya

Pl", Uted Azar 10, 1526, anid ooisader it an outstanding and states-

aenlik* tosenat. ?h. soial and politieal reforms proposed in this

report are far-ra%*An", and %iteir great is portance lies oly in their

intrinsic amaracter, but even more in the way that they would be adminis-

tered., The tim. available nas not oermited us to study eaehof the pro-

posed reforms and, likewise, what is extraxely important-namely, theli

prospective interrelationsip and Inteructions. 'hO need for some of

theat "forms is asisuredly more pressing than for others, and we have

foad it neeaasry, for the purposes of tnis initial report, to focus

our attention prim rily on tr econoamio apects of the SBven-Tear Plan.

As a reslt of the grou'oa st.dy, we herewith olffr our judgzent
on the proposals of the *e*ven-Year Plan, having elearly in ind that ths

suseess of the Plan will be detersined not siaply by the proposals eabe-
died in the bill, but even moxw by the skill and competence with whiak

the facilities thereby provi dr are co-ordineted and a"inistered.

It is our judgment, based on this preliainary study, that -if the

bill as proposed is enaeted into law, and its provisions and faeilitiea

are guided, ao-ordinated ard administered with honesty and singleness of

purpose based on the ideal of improved well-being for the Iranian people,

the physical and man power reao.rces of Iran should be able to stand the

wviat of the Plan. It is obvious th the earrying out of the projects

of the Seven-Year Plan will eause sae strains on the Iranian economy.

Some of these strains will be of an inflationary nature and probably
anot be avaided completely, althongn they are subjeat to control. so

nationml economy is completely independent of the situation in which the



Other nations of the world find thbsse1Ves, and the Iranian *Conon will

be to sae extent influenced by the conditions which will exist contem-

porasuenly in other countries. Stable uonditions for seven yoorq, or

even for seven months, eannot be expeoted in the present world. In spite

of unoertainties such an these, our Judgment is that the bill proposing

te soven-Year Plan should Low be eeted into law im order to enable
the Government to begin without further delay the eonstttive work of the

Plan. The characteristics of Vie present situation whioh have been

enumersted are oovent evidence that notion on a developmat progran ought
to be atarted promptly. Prompt legislative action to pass the pending

bill and make the 4evenwyear Plan the law of the land should envince the
Iranian people that their ;overnaent intends to alleviate &a correot

their social and economic ills by a souhv development program.

We state further that the presen.tly established ailocation of the

over-all appropriation appears o us to be satisfactory. 'A believe that

the allocation, both divisional and chronologioal as well s geographiaal

provides for the present sufficient flexibility so that certain parts
of the Plan, which should be started immediately, san have the necessary
priority of action

In mmking these statementa of approval, we wish to emphasize that

the outstanding aharaater &Ad competence 'f the men who have been guiding

the Seven-Year Plan ai to the present will ne+d to be reinfored with

the wholehearted support of the Government, itself, and with a suffiotently

large group of able ad eperienced experts in the various f eld aoveretd
by the flan, so that the very large amount of work which maust be done

will be properly guided in its tfficient accomplishment.

We have certain broad suggestibns for t.r corrying out ofthe

Seven-Year Plan one. it has received legislative approval. It is

iaportant that the development as defined in the bill be thourht of as

a broad program and not as a rigid and unyielding mould in which the

Plan must be oust. No btildiag of importance was ever conotructed whieh

did not hame to have some wf the details modified or changed as the work



proedod. The same thing Is true for a grwat enterprise like tho
B*ven-ear Plan. Chatnges are jur to be 'nie.d4 within the broad program

of the Plan as its d.velopment pro,.tdo.

Our furtier .aeut~ion las to do with The administration of tho Plan.
This Is a field in whiate we Mave had wide experieAne, asd we base our

rmcomaMndation. on that experience. the Flan will do no aore than imp

and stumble along unleas the job of oarrying it out is .learly defined and
definitely placed on te ohoulders of an able man who hae power, authority an

and responsibility. If he is not thaa eadowed, tile Plan almost aortaialy

will become anarled in a tangle of eonflicting vad divergent authorities

swagd by special intreatts. As hMs been pivviously made clear, our

#udgment that the national eaonoay of Iran can stand the &train of the

Plan is eoatingent on its honeat and officient a&ainistration. Such
honext and efficient administration ean only be insured by giving a strong,

capable, ,honest ad eff ici nt Pla aing Orgnisation the necessary
outhority and wikinr. It fully re.3ponalble for thr- exercise of that authority*

So for as it is hummaly poisl blo to inxure the sacess of tho Plan, such

insuraoes will best be provided by placing a capablo man in 'the post of

Ranaging Direotir, backed by a capable flanning Ogan atiin which has
the responsibility and d4legatd -uthorityto carry through the Plan with-

out interference and in co-operation with the exiating Govurnment

Organisations.

Tiroughout tetir itay in Iran our represenattivesa received the atmost

co-operation and asit stance fros Mr. 1btehaj, Dr. NIafIoy and their staff,

and fQro all Governatnt bgemncies oonerned, without whiiih they eould not

have completed this task within tr4* time allowed. Pertinent records

and astaxtiss were plao.ed freely at ttteir disposal, and mrrangements for

their tran.portation ad livin, accomnodations were made with the

greatest eare nd oonsideration. For all of this, we express our

appreciation.

Xespeotfully suitt ed,

J, R. Lots, Chairman at the Board

Clifford S. Strike, President
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FICE MEMORANDUM
TO: r. 14 DATE: December 28, 1948

FROM: W.A.B. Lliff

SUBJECT:

I am sure you will be interested to read this
paper by Mr. Acheson on Iranian Political Conditions. I
think it is excellent and shows a display of thoughtfulness
on Mr. Acheson's part which is comiendable.

I have made one or two minor comsents mrself.
only substantial disagreement with Mr. Acheson would be in
his final conclusion on page four but his guess here is
probably as good as mine.

Attachment.



INTERNATIONAL ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND ELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. E. A. Bayne DATE: December 23, 1948

FROM: Patrick Acheson f.

SUBJECT: Iran - Political factors affecting the Economic Development Plan

Since the fall of Prime Minister Qavam in December 1947, cabinets
in Iran have succeeded each other in fairly rapid succession. This lack of
stability in the Government may prove harmful to the proper execution of a
seven-year economic development plan, consideration of which has now been
shelved by the Majlis (Parliament) because of growing opposition to the
appointment of Mocharraf Naficy, Alternate Governor of the Bank and Fund,
as head of the board which will supervise the execution of the plan. Mr.
Naficy is the logical candidate for the post since he is the author of the
plan which is based on the Morrison-Knudsen Report.

The individualistic nature of the Iranian people has not been con-
ducive to the formation of strong political parties. Mr. Qavam attempted to
form. a Democratic Party shortly before the elections in 1947. At the time,
in addition to being Prime Minister, he held the position of Minister of the
Interior. The latter post enabled him to exercise a large measure of control
over the election and many of his adherents were returned to the Majlis. The
Majlis is not a very representative body, most of its membership being drawn
from among the large landowners and merchants who live in Tehran and rarely
visit their constituencies. However, it was not long before the Democratic
Party broke up into small blocs. These blocs combine to attain a specific
objective and then regroup themselves. As a result the Gealernmeht is rarely
able to command a stable majority.

Under the Constitution the Majlis elects the prime minister. How-
ever, he must be appointed to office by the Shah, whose approval he must
therefore command. Neither the prime minister nor his cabinet, which is cus-
tomarily drawn from among a small group of some forty or fifty influential
men, are members of the Majlis though each member of the cabinet has his
adherents in that body, whose support may be rather ephemeral in character.

The Tudeh Party professes to represent the interests of the
workers, the peasants, the liberal intellectuals and the minority groups.
The Party is directed by a hard core of communist leaders who have centered
their attention upon the worling classes. The Party's platform has all the
features of traditional liberalism including demands for progressive labor
legislation, improved standards of living for the peasantry, free education
and general health services. A large number of the intelligentsia who are
seriously desirous of radical national reforms have joined the Party, many
for lack of a more effective instrument of reform. In order to appeal to
this group the Tudeh Party is agitating against the employment by the Govern-
ment of foreign advisers. The Party lost considerable prestige as a result
of the overthrow by the central Government of the autonomous Azerbaijan
Government, which it had established with Russian help, though it is beginning
to regain a little of its lost influence. Its strength probably does not
exceed 50,000 at the present time.
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The wretched conditions under which much of the population lives
continue to provide a fertile field for the Party's activities. Its chief
support comes from the urban working classes in Northern Iran. Agricultural
labor is hard to organise for political and economic purposes and therefore
does not easily become a factor of social unrest. However, those who left
the farms to work for high wages on road construction for the British and
U.S. armies during the war have now returned to their villages sullen and
discontented. They are liable to fall an easy prey to the promises of the
Tudeh Party and help to stir up trouble among the peasants who eke out a
bare existence and are usually in debt to the local landowner or money
lender as the result of their purchase of agricultural equipment and seed.
The Tudeh Party does not command much support in the southern parts of Iran
but, according to the State Department, Soviet agents have been active
recently among the oil workers and in the large cities.

Present Situation

The present Government of Mohammed Saed is not expected to be long
lived. Mr. Qavam's adherents in the Majlis have apparently agreed to give

- it their support for the next three months. Prime Minister Saed is a man of
great integrity but has little administrative ability. He is considered anti-
RusesIn, having rejected a northern oil concession demanded by the Russians
when* he-was Prime Minister in 1945.

Qavam himself is a very shrewd and able executive with a consider-
X.A able following in the Majlis. He is perhaps one of the few men in Iran

capable of getting the seven-year development plan into operation. However,
during his last administration, he appointed to various posts men whom the
Shah considered inimical to him and in a final radio speeob before his de-
parture from office Qavam bitterly attacked the Shah. Until recently the
Shah refused to consent to Qavam's return to office but has lately had
several conversations with Qavam which may pave the way for a reconciliation.

Order has been largely restored to the country. The Nomadic tribes
which in the past grew strong and independent when the central Government was
weak have in recent months returned to central Government control. The
Kurdish tribes who have been living in Russian territory since the failure of
their Soviet-sponsored independence movement are now returning to Iran because
of the intention the Russian Government has expressed to move them to Armenia
where they would have to live amid a non-Mosles population.

Domestic Problems

The internal problems that confront the Government are:

(1) The Rassage of an annual budget. The Government has been
subsisting on a month-to-month basis since last March. The budget is expected
to be the first order of business now that the Government has been given a
vote of confidence by the Majlis.

(2) Constitutiohal reform. The Shah is pressing for the creation
of a Senate as provided for in the constitution but never established. The
Shah desires the power to appoint half the members of this second chamber
and thus enhance his power.



(3) Bread riot1. Bread riots are a constantly recurring problem
due more to poor distribution than to any shortage of flour. The shortage
has been aggravated by the prevalence of high prices in Iraq which has
caused a large amount of flour to be smuggled across the border.

(4) Unemiployment. There is both an unemployment and an under-
employment problem to be faced. Many of the government-owned factories were
closed down during the war for lack of raw material and have not been reopened.
Government departments are employing probably three or four times the number
necessary for their efficient operation. The British and American authorities
employed about- 10,000 men on road building during the war. These were drawn
largely from agricultural communities whither they have now returned. There
is not sufficient work for them to do on the land and the living they are
able to gain is meagre compared with the relatively high standard of living
they enjoyed while working for the British and American authorities.

There is growing awareness in Iran of the necessity of improving
the lot of the mass of the people. The seven-year plan it is hoped will
cure unemployment, raise living standards and take much of the strength out

-of the communist-led reform movement. To this end the Government has recently
held conversations with the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company with a view to finding
out ubether the company will discuss an increase in the oil royalties at this
time. 4n answer from the company is expected next January. The increase in
the rpyalties would help finance the development plan. Though the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Company may oppose any increase in royalties at this time, it may
be expected to help rather than hinder any development plans.

The Shah is young, energetic and consumed with a desire to modernise
his country. Such is his interest in the plans for econor4c development that
he has appointed his brother, Prince Abdur Riza, who was educated in the U.S.,
to follow the progress of these plans for him. The Shahts influence is
especially strong in the MAjlis at the present owing to its divided state.
It may be expected that he will exert it to some effect in the interests of
getting the development plans into operation. It is difficult to estimate to
what extent the Shah's popularity and influence depend upon his father's
memory, particularly through surviving and still powerful military officers
who were his father's comrades.

The main opposition to the development program within the country
will come from the great landlords and the religious leaders until they
decide that they have less to fear from reform than from revolution. Both

r'"' of these elements are very conservative in outlook but the latter no longer
exert much influence, having been shorn of most of their power by the present
Shah's father.

Foreign Relations

The domestic problem of Iran's social and economic development,
however, is tied up with foreign relations and with the international situation.
It is difficult to assess at this time whether the country will be allowed to
make its way unhampered.

Iran's relations with Russia have remained uneasy though quiet since
f Iran successfully withstood Russia's demands for an oil concession in 1947.

r 4 1-4-Recently, Russian pressure on Iran has again begun to mount. According to
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press reports high Government officials have been warned by the Soviet
Embassy that U.S. military influence is excessive and that Moscow feared
the West might employ Iran as a base for an attack against the U.S.S.R.
According to the State Department there is a provision in the Russo-Persian
Treaty of 1921, that the U.S.S.R. may intervene if in the opinion of the
Russian Government Iran is threatened from a foreign source even though the
Iranian Government may itself not be aware of any such threat. Furthermore,
at the time these warnings were given the U.S.S.R. staged troop maneuvers on
Iran's northern frontier. There have also been minor border incidents. An
unconfirmed report has even appeared in a Tehran newspaper to the effect

F l that Prince Firuz, a former cabinet minister and ex-embassador to Russia,
had formed a "Free Iranian Government" in Moscow. These straws would indicate
the possibility that Russia would take over the country by force should the
moment prove propitious in view of her previous diplomatic failure in Iran.
Moreover, the Iranian army is weak and poorly e quipped and could offer little
resistance beyond guerilla warfare to a full-fledged Russian invasion. Nor
can Iran count on much, if any, assistance from the United States or Great
Britain. It is unlikely that the U.S. will be prepared to give Iran aid on
the scale that it has provided for Greece and Turkey, while Great Britain's
-defense strategy now calls for a defense based *a East Africa rather than
the Middle East.

Conclusions

So far as Iran's internal condition is concerned, the instability
of the Iranian Government in a factor in holding up the execution of the plans
for economic development. However, it may be expected that the Shahe
influence will be exerted with some effect to stabilize the political situa-
tion in the near future perhaps by permitting the return oiF Qavam to power.
The Shah's interest in the development of his country assures some measure of
continuity in this respect.

However, the future of Iran will depend largely on the course that
Russia pursues towards her. If Russia decides that her interests demand the
seizure of Iran, there seems little that can prevent it. Whether Russia will
take such action it is impossible to estimate at this juncture.

/ L~4- ~ /



INTE AT -ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION VELOPMENT

FFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A G. oar DATE: 23 December 1948

FROM: i. A.

SUBJECT: Iran - Overseas Consultants

Mr. Clyde Dunn, of the Iranian Desk at the State Department, informed
us on December 20 that

1. The Council of Ministers in Tehran had approved on December 15 a
$600,000 contract with Overseas Consu tants, under the terms of which the latter
would make a four-month over-all econimia survey and recosnd projects to be
started immediately. This contract would be signed in Washington within the
next few days.

2. He had no information as to when the Overseas Consultants? report
on their recent mission to Iran would be ready.

3. Consideration by the Majlis of the bill implementing the seven-
year economic development plan had been postponed indefinitely owing to the
opposition which had developed to the appointment of Mocharraf Naficy as head of
the board to administer the plan.

4. Prince Abdur Rixa, the Shah's brother and liaison man for the
economic development plan, is now in New York. The Iranian Embassy is apparently
reluctant that he talk to the State Department. His ideas on the implementation
of the development plan are at variance with those currently'Arevailing in Tehran.

OFFIC9 St E3VC .f5



INTERNAT' 'AL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION ) DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. E. A. Bayne DATE: December 2 , 198

FROM: Patrick Acheson

SUBJECT: Iran - Overseas Consultants.

Mr. Jeffrey Kitchen of the State Department told me in a telephone
conversation this afternoon that a second contract between the Iranian Govern-
ment and Overseas Consultants, Inc., had been negotiated and would be signed
shortly in Washington. Under the contract Overseas Consultants would send a
party of 30 or 40 to examine in greater detail the projects envisaged under
Irante seven-year plan.

Mr. Kitchen did not know when the report of the preliminary mission
would be ready though the fact that a second contract had been negotiated
would indicate that the report would be favorable. He undertook to keep us
informed of any further developments.

Later this afternoon Mr. Clyde Dunn of the State Department called
to say that on December 15 the Council of Ministers in Tehran had approved a
$600,000 co ract th Overseas Consultants for a four-month over-all economic
survey and hmve = recommendations for projects which could be started imme-
diately. This contract would be signed in Washington in the near future.

Mr. Dunn reported that opposition had developed in the Majlis to
the appointment of Mocharraf Naficy as head of the Development Board. Naficy
was the logical choice for this post as he had drawn up th seven-year plan
on the basis of the Morrison-Knudsen report. As a result consideration by
the Majlis of the economic development bill to implement the seven-year plan
has been postponed indefinitely.

Prince Abdur Riza, brother of the Shah who is acting as liaison for
him in regard to the development plan, is now in New York suffering from
"diplomatic sinus trouble." Apparently he had ideas at variance with those
held by Max Thornburgh,which prevail in Tehran at the present moment. The
Iranian Embassy does not want the State Department to see Prince Abdur Riza
who is, however, expected in Washington within a week or ten days.

Prince Abdur Riza's chief adviser on the seven-year plan is Taghi
Nasar, the Bank's Alternate Executive Director, whoo Mr. Dunn characterized
as a very able person.
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INTERNAl BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION :*VELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. I. A. Bayne DATE: November 23, 1948

FROM: Patrick Acheson

SUBJECT: Iran

On November 17, in the absence of Mr. Clyde Dunn I saw his assistant,
Mr. Kitchen, at the State Department. During the course of our conversation
Mr. Kitchen made the following points:

(1) Reasons for Political Instability in Iran. For generations
the Iranian Government has been subject to pressure from the British and the
Russians. The British influence has waned and for the time being so has the
Russian. The United States has been unwilling to fill the vacuum thus created.
As a result the Iranian Government is finding great difficulty in standing un-
aided upon its own two feet.

There are no political parties in the American sense of the word in
the Mlis. The members rather form themselves into blocs who combine together
for secific purposes. When these purposes have been accomplished, the blocs
dissolvs - and the Government usually falls. Neither the Prime Minister nor
his Cabinet are members of the Maj lis. I inferred from what Mr. Kitchen said
that great astuteness and an ability to conduct political intrigue are prim.
requisites for a Prime Minister if he were to dy in power for any length of
time.

(2) a It was Mr. Kitchen's view that Mr.,#Ghavam a former
Prime Minister, was perhaps one of the few men with the ability and drive to
carry through Iran's seven-year program. Unfortunately, he and the Shah have
no great liking for each other. Ghavamn while in power appointed a number of
men to office 'whom the Shah considered to be his enemies. Furthermore, in a
final radio address just before his resignation Ghavam aimed some rather
pointed barbs directly at the Shah. For these reasons the Shah has not for-
given Ghavar and there seems little likelihood for the time being that GhavaMi
will be able to return .to power though GhavanM is doing his best to return to
the Shah's good graces. Mr. Kitchen considers this situation unfortunate since
GhavaM is very able and has a strong following in the Majlis.

(3) Mohwg=d Said. Mohammed Said is the present Prim Minister.
He preceded Qhavam in this office back in 1945. He is considered as anti-
Russian having refused oil concessions to the Soviet during his first adminis-
tration. He is a man of great integrity but he is well aware of his own
shortcomings as an administrator since he seems to lack executive ability.
Apparently Ghavani s followers in the Majlis have agreed to support him for
ninety days hoping in the meantime to patch up relations between Ghavaz% and
the Shah. What will happen if this does not come about Mr. Kitchen was unable
to predict.

(4) The The Shah has influence but no power. He is respected
where his father was feared. He is moderately progressive in his views, is
able and desires the development of Iran. The court clique and the army are
his main support but they alone cannot give him control of the country. Simi-.
larly, Ghavazfa following in the Majlis does not give him sufficient strength
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to return to power without the Shah's support. The Shah has very close rela-
tions with the army Chief-of-Staff, a very able man. Stories have been spread
that the Chief-of-Staff has ambitions to taes over the country. These are not
verified and apparently have not affected his relationship with the Shah.
Many army officers have been trained abroad but inspite of this the army remains
very weak.

(5) Other Influences. The Tudeh movement, according to Mr, Kitchen,
no longer has a very large following. What strength it has is centered in the
Aserbaijan region. However, Soviet agents have been trying to foment trouble
among workers in the south with some success. The Iranians have no love for
the British and the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company wields but little influence
though it does have contacts in high places through former British intelligence
agents now on its staff.

(6) Relations with Ruseia. It is Mr. Kitchen's mersonal view that
Russia's next move against Iran, if it is made, will be that of military inva-
sion. It appears that under the 1921 Treaty the Russian Government has the
right to intervene in Iran if in the opinion of the Russian Government Iran is

-threatened from a foreign source even though the Iranian Government my not be
awareof any such threat. This was intended to protect the Soviet Government
against a White-Russian attack through Persia. The State Department is pressing
the Iranian Government to submit a memorandum to the United Nations Security
Council stating that it considers this provision of the 1921 Treaty no longer in
force since there now existed international machinery to deal with any threats
to peace.

(7) General rem.rks; Mr. Kitchen said that the Nomad tribal chiefs,
many of whom have been educated abroad, were now prepared W came under the con-
trol of the central Government. The late Shah had pursued a policy of sending
young men abroad to be educated. Unfortunately, when they returned they did
not want to live anywhere but in Tehran. Consequently, there was a shortage of
doctors, etc., in the provinces and an oversupply in the capital. These young
men finally found themselves some job in a Government department. There, ms,
therefore, a considerable number of people in Government employ who could be
drawn on for the afistration of the seven-year plan. Mr. Kitchen felt that
it was essential that~k plan should be under the control of a non-political
commission which would not depend for its existence on the fate or the whims
of the Government in power.



(TRMASIATION) U

I R A N

Draft Bill
re Seven-Year Plan

submitted to Majlis May 2, 1948.

Art, 1.

For the purpose of increasing production and erports, supplying the needs
of the people within the country, developing agriculture and industry, discovering
and erploiting mines and underground wealth, especially oil, improvement and
extension of means of communication, improving the health of the people, launching
upon activities that spell prosperity for the country, raising the standard of
living and enlarging the income of the inhabitants of Iran, and lowering the cost
of living, the Goveriment is required to execute a series of activities within
seven years from the date of approval of this bill, the sum total of which
activities will constitute a Seven-Year Reform Plan.

Yor the erecution of the Seven-Year Plan, the capital earmarked for the
purpose will be distributed and spent in the various economic and social branches
as listed belowl-

Part I: Aariculture

ield Millions of Rials

Scientific institutions and research 4 400
Combating plant and animal diseaes; animal breeding 1,100
Protection of national wealth, i.e. forests,

pasture-lands, ete . 450
Development of agricultural products 900
Addition to the capital of the Agricultural Bank of Iran 100
Participation in the capital of co-operative societies 350
Purchas6 of agricultural machinery and preparation of

chemical fertilizers t00
Irrigation and construction of dams and barrages 3,O0Q

Total Part I 6,500

Part II. Railway, Motor Roads, Ports
and Aerodromes

Railroad construction 2,000
Road construction and asphalting 1,050
Ports 250
Air Fields 400

Total Part II 3,700

/Part III.



Part III. Mines and Industries
Millions of Rials

Weaving Industries 1,400
Sugar 500
Iron and steel 550
Technical Industries 450
Ceramics 150
Carpet weaving and miscellaneous crafts & industries 100
Mines 450

Total Part III ,600

PatIV. Oil

Capital for the establishment of an Iranian Oil Co. 1,000

Total Part ITV 1,000

Part V. Post, Telegraph & Telephone

ktension of postal comunication facilities S00
Extension of wireless telegraphic and broadcasting

facilities 400

Total Part V 700

art 11. Social & yunicipal Reforms

Building of low cost houses 1,500
Loan to municipalities for creation of water systems and

establishment of power plants 1,000
Prophylactic measures to itprove public health 1,000
Aid to technical institutes to train experts for useful

vocations; raising the level of the technical knowledge
of industrial and agricultural workers 1,000

ap-making and compilation of statistics 300
Building of prisons in important towns 200
Other works of public utility _

Total Part VI 5,500

Grand Total of All Parts 21 million rials.

Tunds appropriated by this Article to the various Parts will be utilsed
exclusively for the purpose defined.

Should the amount of money allocated for each part fail to be adeqmate
for the purpose or should the amount prove to be more than that actually
needed, the Government can increase or decrease the amounts up to 10 per cent
of the allocated sum,

The Government is required, within four months of the approval of the
bill, to prepare a detailed programae of the allocation for each year for each
branch as per this law, and report it to the Majlis.

/Artitle 3.



A . 3

The annual distribution of the funds in Art. 2 will be as follows:-

Year Amount in millions of rials

1527 (March 21, 1948 to March 20, 1948) 1,000
13M ( " 1949 W 1950 2,000
1329 ( i 1950 W 1951) 2,800
1530 ( W 1951 W 1952) 53000
1351 " 1952 " 1953) 3,500
133s 2 ' 1953 ' 1954) 3,600
1333 C " 1954 " 1955) 3,600
1334 ( 1955 " 1956) lagg

21,000 million rials

The Government is authorized, when necessary, to vary the aminial allocation
by 10 per cent.

Funds stated in Article 5 above will be distributed to the various provinces
of Ian so that none of the provinces will receive a share smaller than
1,000,OO0,00O rials during the seven years of the Plan.

In 1327, Rials 600,000,000, and in the following years, pending the
execution of the Plan, all the revenues of the Goverment accrued from the
royalties of the A.I.0.0. will be exclusively appropriated to the execution
of the Plan.

On the completion of the seven-year period, the revenues stated in this
article will be used for reiabursement of loans and the payment of interest on
those obtained under the law for the execution of the Plan.

Art. 6.

To supplement funds needed for the execution of the Plan, the Government is
authorized:

(a) to obtain a 2 per cent loan of Rials 4,500,000,000 from the Bank Vlli Iran.
This loan will be obtained within a period of seven years and the amount obtained
per year shall not exceed Rials 750,000,000;

(b) the Government is authorized to enter into negotiations with the brld Bank to
obtain (for the purpose of undertaking activities directly resulting in tie
production of wealth) a loan amounting, at the maximim to %850,000,000. The
proceeds of the loan will be used in instalments and under eonditions mutually
agreed by both parties. Nevertheless, any contract or agreement compiled in
this connection must be approved by the Majlis before it becomes binding and final;

(c) the Government is authorized to obtain credit for the purpose of completing
financial facilities from internal, non-governmental establishments and/or from
foreign commercial institutions or firms.



Art.7.

Income accruing from the execution of projects described in the Plan will
be used primarily for executing the Plan. After the completion of the Plan, as
long as the debts of the Government incurred for this purpose have not been
reimbursed, any income will be utilised exclusively for liquidation of the debt.

Provision of preliminary means and facilities for the execution of the Plan,
supervision over the efficient working of projects, co.-ordination and co-operation
among the various branches emecuting the Plan and general supervision of the
execution of the Plan will be assigned to a give-man Board of Supervision. This
Board will be nominated by the Council of Ministers and appointed with the approval
of His Imperial Majesty the Shah in a Royal Decree.

Members of this Board will discharge their duties as full-time officials and
will not be allowed to engage in any other paid or honorary publio or private
enterprise or work.

The Board of Supervision may make recommendations and carry them out with the
approftl of the Government in the following matters$-

(a) General policy and mode of action; allocation of annual credit to various
branches.

(b) Detailed annual budget.

(e) Rules and regulations regarding the execution of thqPlan.

(d) Detailed plans and projects and their order of priority.

(e) Monthly and annual reports of the various agencies executing the Plan.

(f) General principles on which agreements and contracts (for the execution of
the Plan) should be based.

KOTI: Regulations needed for expediting and efficient execution of
the Plan, in instances wherein the -observation of adjudthtbu
rules or some of the provisions of current financial, accounting
and foreign exchange ru&es is not required, will be approved by
the Government upon the proposition of the Board of Supervision.

A..10.

The Board of Supervision is required to bring together regularly the results
of operation of the different agencies assigned to the execution of the Plan,
record them and report to the Government at the end of every month a summary,
from the financial and technical viewpoints. In addition, the Board will report
its own views and comments. At the end of every year, the Board must prepare a
balance-sheet of the progress of the Plan. This report will be submitted to the
Government. Likewise, the Board is required to send to the Accounts Tribunal
within the first three months of the year all th@ accounts of the previous year,
so that the Tribunal may audit and certify the accounts.

/TO



To ensure the smooth working of the affairs and to obtain any information,
the Board of Supervision is authorized to refer directly to agencies engaged
in executing the Plan. When necessary, the Board may call these agencies to
account and report to the Government for any defects or irregularities notif#d,
in the agencies. In such cases the Government is required to investigate the
matter at once and issue appropriate instructions so that the cause of the complaint
is removed within a month.

The Board of Supervision will have an adequate technical and clerical staff
to assist it in the preparation of projects and in exercising financial and
technical supervision. Credit for payment of such salaries and erpenditures
will be established in the administrative budget of the Plan and paid in
accordance with the approval of the Government.

All members or individuals whose services are required (as regular employees)
for executing the Plan as well as for consultation by the Board of Supervision,
will be chosen from among the present employees of the Government, except under
special circumstances, when an adequate nnmber of technical experts are not
available among government employees.

*0 Board of Supervision can, with the approva the Goeernment, ogage
foreign experts for periods not exceeding the ei&Vry of the Pla by more than
one year (i.e. up to eight years).

The constitution of the Board of Supervision as well as other regulations
concerning the execution of this law, will be approved by the Council of Ministers.

Each Ministry is charged with the execution of this law within the limits
of its duties.

Signed: A. Najm Bigned: Ibrahim Eakimi
Minister of Finance Prime Minister

13.5o48.



INTERNATION BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION ANL EVELOP T

CE MEMORANDUM
TO: Nr. A.S. Hoar DATE: 2 November 1948

FROM: E.A. fa

SUBJECT: IMaSJ Economie Questionnaire

About a week ag, an Iranian staff menber of the I.1.7., Ahmed

164idian, telephoned as to say that considerable material in reply to our

basic questiennaire had been received by the Iranian Embassy. Since it

was unorganised data, he would like to discuss it with us before he, an

behalf of the Embassy, put it in shape for the I.BR.D.

We suggested an early session with Dr. Wlk and Xr. Boebonski,

and after a week of study with him, lochenski put together a sehedule of

existing Information and what more vas needed. Mr. Ykjidian hopes to pro-

pare a forma return in a month with at least soe of the holes plugged.

Mr. lemause, Commercial Attach of the Embassy, stressed to me the informal

nature of the returns at this stage, bat also supported Majidiante promise

to give us a first formal return by early December.

The information so far informaly presented will need considerable

amplification, but the effort to reply early should be noted.
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INTERNATI- -A) ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION 'D DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. 3. A. Bayn. DATE: Oetober 18, 1948

FROM: Patriek Acheson

SUBJECT: Interview with Mr. A. I. Tannous, Office of Foreign Jelations, U.S.
Department of Agriculture (S.Bldg., room 5933, ext. 2903)

This morning I went over to the Department of Agriculture to see

Mr. Tannous whom Mr. Garner had set at an Iranian Embassy party. Mr. Tannous

is working on the agricultural aspects of the U.S.-Greek4-irkish Aid Program.

In the course of our conversation Mr. Tannous ade the following

pointes

(1) It was an excellent idea to lay out an over-all plan for the

develement of Iran but it would be illusery to attempt to aooomplish it in

so sherf a period as seven years. Past efforts at reform had been sporadic

and largely ineffective. Mr. Tannous cited the failure of the late Shah's

attempt to settle the Nomed tribesmen whish had only resulted in a drastie

reduction of their flocks and herds while reducing then toothe level of day

laborers. To have a chance of success the Development Plan should be spread

ever, say, from 25 to 50 years.

(2) If the objective of the agricultural phase of the seven-7ear

plan was the raising of the level of agricultural production, this could better

be done by such comparatively cheap methods as the proper selection of seed,

post control, the erection of storage facilities and the training of farmers

in improved agricultural techniques. When the farmers had digested such

improvements as these it would be time enough to build dams and carry out

large-scale irrigation projects.

(3) The measure of any scheme of agricultural development in Iran

should be the improvement in the lot of the share cropper who at present

receives but one-fifth share of his crop. Unti there ws a drastic revision

OviCK UENVIaKU 47.?-
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In the present system of land tenurefunder which 90 per cent of the land was

owned by the State or absentee landlordsAwhereby the farm" were enabled to

oa th. lan, there cold be n. lasting improvement in Iranian agriclture.

(4) Mr. Tannous suggested that only small projects be financed to

begin with and that no additional projects be undertaken until the initial

projects had proved successful. This would allow time not only to train suit-

able personnel, of whom there was a great lack, to administer the Development

Plan but to prepare the population for the further changes contemplated. He

feared that no consideration had been given to the impact of westernisation

upon the Iranian people. He felt they could take it in their stride if they

wregiven adequate time in which to adjust themselves to the new conditions.

(5) Mr. Tannons expressed the opinion that the present system of

government was not sufficiently broadly based to have any stability. He, there-

fore, suggested that a guarantee be got from the Shah that the Development Plan

would be carried oute

Pkcheson/pm
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Mr. Iliff DATE: October 7, 1948

FROM: . A

SUBJECT: MN

In replying to Mr. Somerville's desire to join in with the meeting
this afternoon with Mr. Ebtahaj, the Overseas Consultant's Inc., and the
IBRD, Mr. Burland and I suggested that, if Mr. Somerville-desired to oome,
he should come on Mr. Ebtahaj's request and not at ours. Mr. Somerville
informed me this morning that Mr. Ebtahaj had made the request for Mr. Somer-
ville to accompany him, and that, probably, there would be someone from the
office of Economic and Financial Development Policy of the State Department
also.

OFfICt sEaViCES 17.10



INTERNATIC;'L-,iK ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION A F J VELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: 6

FROM: 1. A.

SUBJECT: IRUN - Interview, October 6, 1948, with Dr. A. H. lbtahaj, Governor,
Bank 1 1 Mlli, Iran

Since this was the first meeting of this division with the chief
Iranian proponent of the country's development plan, and a first meeting
with the key negotiator of an actively potential borrower, every effort
was made to establish a close personal relationship. However, within a
conversation that covered a wide range of discussion, a few points should
be noted.

As Dr. Ebtahaj had experienced, a few days previously, an unpleasantly
negative interview with the Export-Import Bank, he was defensively anxious
to determine the extent the IBRD's interest in Iran. He had, he said, re-
ceived a general assurance from Mr. MeOloy that the so-called Seven-lear
Plan would be supported if the projects constituting the Plan were in them-
selves acceptable. Did this mean, Dr. Ebtahaj wondered, that the Bank
could, be counted upon to provide over the seven- or eight-year period the
estimated $250,000,000 that would be required? As sympathetically as I
could, I pointed out that the IBRD could not possibly give any such commit-
ment now, regardless of its interest in Iran; simply because its own dol-
lar financing position could not be prejudiced that far in advance. When
looked at in this banker's view, Dr. Ebtahaj agreed, a commitment was not
possible, although he did wish that he could return to Iran with some
concrete progress made.

I gave him my assurances that progress was being made, that the re-
lationship between Iran and the Bank was considerably closer than in 1947.
Further, if, as a result of the work of Overseas Consultants, Inc., a specific
loan application could be made in the Spring of 1949, there seemed to be no
reason why a loan could not be made, assuming the project fulfilled the
usual requirements, and the economy of the country gave promise generally.
I suggested rather firmly that the first application should be relatively
sm1l, as a tightly-knit project, with a direct dollar revenue aspect -
in effect, a showpiece, in order that the whole IBRD relationship with Iran
could be fortified by the most positive sort of negotiations. He agreed,
and (later with Mr. Hoar) suggested that the Bank be prepared to send a
general mission in January, after initial work of OCI had been done, but
before the detailed engineering for any project was completed.

OFFICE SERVICES 17.0
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Aide memoire of discussions held between Mr. John J. McCloy, President of
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and Mr. A. H.
Ebtehaj, Governor of Bank Malli Iran and Governor for Iran to the World
Bank and Fund, on October 2, 1948.

Others present were:

Mr. Robert L. Garner, Vice President
Mr. W. A. B. Iliff, Director, Loan Department
Mr. F. Nouri-Esfandiari, Iranian Charge d'Affaires and Alternative

Executive Director
Mr. M. Nemases, Iranian Commercial Attache
Mr. A. Majidian

Mr. Ebtehaj gave full details of Iran's development program explaining
that Morrison-Knudson International Company Inc. recommended 240 projects with

-a-total cost of U.S.$ 1,250 million. The Iranian Planning Board after long
deliberations and careful studies prepared a new plan with an estimated over-
all cost of about U.S.$ 650 million.

Mr. Ebtehaj further stated that, as explafned last year, the intention of
the Iranian Government is to request the Bank for a loan of U.S.$ 250 million
to be spread over seven years with a comparatively small sum for the first two
years; but since it was pointed out last year that it would be better to start
with a small loan just to have Iran's name on the Bank books, the Iranian
Government would be prepared to make necessary application iC the Bank was still
of the same opinion.

It was further stated that a group of four or five executives of Overseas
Consultants Inc. whose recommendation would be more or less acceptable to the
Bank were to go to Tehran on or about October 15. They would carry out over-
all survey of the plan not only on its general economic and financial aspects
but also from the point of view of the availability of manpower and labour.
The task of making more detailed studies on specific projects will fall on a
group of 20 to 30 engineers and specialists who will be selected by the first
group.

Mr. Iliff stated that in his previous discussions with Mr. Ebtehaj he had
said that although much depended on the repute of the firm in question, never-
theless, the Bank reserved the right of sending outea mission of its own should
it be decided upon and that Mr. Ebtehaj had suggested that if it was deemed
necessary to send a mission, in order to save time, it would be desirable to send
them while the second group was still in Tehran.

Mr. McCloy agreed that if the Bank was to send out its own experts, they
would go to Iran while the 0.0.I. men were still there. As regards the possi-
bility of financing the plan Mr. McCloy added that although under the present
unsettled conditions the Bank refrained from entering the market fearing a prob-
able failure but he was sure that it could be done under more favourable
eonditions. It was further asserted that although no definite promise could be
made, the Iranian Government could rest assured of the Bank's desire to assist
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Iran in her development plans once the political conditions now prevalent
in that area were settled. Mr. behej explained that as Iran was not a
member of the Arab League the present situation in Palestine would not affect
her and as regards general world conditions he said there was no difference
between Irants position and that of countries in other areas, since if thele
was going to be a war the whole world would be affected and all development
plans would come to a standstill and if there was no war Iran could carry out
her development program uninterruptedly.

Mr. MOCI sized that &Aatbeg the Bank al give n.
over a long peri f@Ven if there was an erin veMdeg o

as everything depended on th availability of funds d vertheless thet
if the Bank were satisfied w h the progress development program and
with the manner in which t a were co in Iran, Iran could count on
the Bank to give her kduring the a yerperiod the" amount it had requested.
He added,. however, that th ion would be different if there was a communistQgovernment in poer z .

Mr. G - ted ht a further point which should be borne in mind was
that the , wul to give consi ger

-4-4b not confine its aqW es to certan area
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INTERNATIL iL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION A. DEV

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 24, 1948

FROM: E. A.

SUBJECT: IM
Interview with Mr. James Somerville, Commercial Attach6, United
States Legation, Teheran (with Mr. Burland).

According to Mr. Somerville, recent cables to the State Department
from Legation officials and from Mr. Max Thornburgh indicate that the Iranian
Goverment is making progress in establishing machinery for its Seven-fear
Development Plan. This fellows on the general roemendation of the IBRD (letter
to Iranian Legation of August 28, 1948) that the development program be imple-
mented by further definition, particularly before beginning any large projects
or attempting lean negotiations. Further, it was suggested that this detailed
work and specific project engineering be done by a firm of foreign technical
advisers. Chief among these might be, it was suggested, Overseas Consultants,

,Inc., or the International Basic Economic Corporation. Mr. Thornburgh returned
to Tehgaz to obtain the consent of Iranian anthroities to the hiring of Over-
seas Consultants, Inc.

The Iranian Government has appropriated $400,000 for preliminary
studies by OCI, and a proposal was now being considered both by OCI and the
Iranians for a preliminary two-week mission for five executives to visit Teheran.
They would then discuse the terms and scope of a contract that would cover the
detailed writing of the Seven-Year Plan. It was planned that following this pre-
liminary meeting, Overseas Consultants would prepare the compEehensive plan of
ezcution for development. This would require about twenty technicians working
for about three months. The contract would be signed some time after the end of
October when the Majlis had passed the annual budget, and had enacted legislation
for the creation of an executive planning and development agency, whieh would,
in turn, contract with 00I, as the goverment contracting and purchasing agency.
This agency would probably be under the direction of Mr. Ebtahaj. This enabling
law, ineidentally, will require that the agency, within four months of its creation,
return to the Majlis a development plan and timetable (based upon the current
outline of the Seven-Year Plan)-for specific approval by the legislature. ihere-
upon the detailed engineering for specific projects could be set in notion.

Mr. Thornburgh is to be named liaison officer between the Govern-
ment and Overseas Consultants, Inc., and paid out of the $400,000 fund.

Mr. Somerville also reported that the State Department was in
receipt of an informal opinion by a Mr. Pyman, Iranian Affairs Officer of the
British Foreign Office. This official had been gratified at the Iranian Govern-
ment statement that it would welcome British engineers and technicians in the
Overseas Consultants' program (although the Iranian Goverment did not feel this
was necessary in the early stages). However, Mr. Pynan also felt that the
inclusion of only British and American personnel night give rise to local Iranian
press criticism, providing material for a line that a limitation to these two
nations was in essence anti-Soviet. It would be better, he thought, to include

OFFICE SERVICES 17.10
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Danish and Swedish engineers, firms of each nationality having had engineering
experience in the country. Mr. Somerville said that the State Dopartuent position
was that 00I was in a position to work extremely quickly and that the job of
planning might well be done before political opposition would have had time to
form. This speed night offset the political obstacles.

Mr. Somerville related that he and Mr. Thornburgh has approached
the Export-Import Bank a few weeks ago. They discussed a project announced by
the Minister of Agriculture of Persia requesting $4 million for agricultural
machinery. The general substance of this discussion with the Export-Import Bank
was that this project had not been fully conceived. Further, the State Departmat
felt that the request should be out to a million dollars or less and limited
to well-drilling equipment or pumps for local irrigation schemes. They had also
discussed the possibility of 1xinbank fisInngi for a cement factory and power
plant.

It is expected that Mr. Ibtahaj, who will be in the United States
during the Bank and Fund meetings, will be able to describe the functions and

- prerogatives of the proposed development agency in more detail.

cc: Mr. Hoar--
Mr. Burland



INTERNAT).3 ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION i VELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. iff DATE: September 2 1948

FROM: E. A.

SUBJECT: Heshmut Alati

You once inquired what Mr. Ala'i did, and this may be an appropriate time

to reply briefly.

The Middle East Research Center, Inc. is a reasonably earnest effort to

supply the public with general economic information on the Middle East, as a show-

piece for specific commercial promotions. Ala'i related to me, for example, his

difficulties in standardizing and merchandising dates for a mass market in the

.United States. It appears the major date collectors in Persia could not see their

way clear tof give up short-term profit for a long-term development.

Ala'i is making an effort to operate for all the region, including Turkey,

but he is an Iranian and apparently permits himself a pardonable emphasis. His

father, incidentally, is a director of the Bank Melli, and freqfently supplies him

with local information. His publications, some of which you have seen, are of a

general nature, but undoubtedly useful for business people interested in the market

and similar customers.

He seems to like the idea of being on cordial terms with the Bank, by the

way, but at the moment I can see no harm in it. He is interested so far in rather

general information, and asked if we could let him have a copy of an Iranian Govern-

ment press release on the Seven-Year Plan. Do you agree?

-~ OFFICE SERVICE$ 17.10
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MAX WESTON THORNBURG
FOREIGN INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANT

New York, August 4,(1j948

Mr. Thomas Burland
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Loan Department
1818 - H Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Dear Tommy:

I have just yesterday returned to New York from a brief
visit in Bogota and within ten days expect to be on my way to the Middle
East. ,efore I leave, however, I shall be in Washington for one or two
days, probably about the middle of next week, and hope to spend the better
part of one day with various men in your bank. About two weeks ago, on my
way through, I had a short visit with Welk and another Loan officer, whose
name I do not recall at the moment, although I have his card somewhere.
In any case, he was in charge of the area including Iraq and Iran. I
spent an hour or two discussing the Turkish and other Midate Eastern situa-
tions with these two officers and hope to continue that discussion next
week when I come down.

In Bogota, I met two members of the Bank staff who were
there studying the Colombian loan situation. We agreed there that when
I returned to New York, I would get in touch with you as I want very much
to see you again anyway and between us, arrange a meeting of those who
might be interested in discussing Middle East problems. When I come down,
I would be very glad to have such a group lunch with me on that occasion
or to fall in with any of the plans which might be made. In any case, you
and I must get together and have at least a branch office meeting of the
luncheon meeting to represent the California contingent in Washington.

A cable this morning from Ebtehaj (Governor, Bank Melli)
raises another point which is of considerable interest to me. You may or
may not know tha t I have devoted a great deal of time during the past three
years to working with Ebtehaj and others in or connected with the Government
of Iran on the oreliminary and later development of what now promises to
become an extensive program of national economic development. While I have
not been officially retained by that Government, I have devoted close atten-
tion to their work and several of them, including Ebtehaj, Dr. Naficy and
even the Shah himself told me when I left there a few weeks ago, that as
soon as the bill now in the process of enactment in the Majliss is passed,
they would like to have me serve in the capacity of Consultant to them. As
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a matter of fact, my present visit to New York was made at their request
for the purpose of exploring the possibilities in the field of expert
advisers who will be available for that Government to call upon immediately
the proposed bill becomes law. On my recent visit to Washington, I dis-
cussed this question briefly with the officers previously mentioned. The
Iranian Embassy is also quite familiar with the general situation and with
my recent activities concerning it.

The steps I took here two weeks ago started these explora-
tions in two directions. I had suggested to Ebtehaj, Naficy and, in fact,
to a General Assembly, including most of the Cabinet and the members of the
special Majliss Committee, which has the proposed Plan in hand, that we
might follow one of two general plans to secure the consulting services
they sought. Previously, I had eliminated as unwise their own suggestion
that a single person (conceivably myself) should act as their General Con-
sultant. It would be better, I pointed out, to acquire an entire organiza-
tion to serve in this capacity. My reasons for this will need no detailing
to you, I am sure.

One possibility, which appeared to have a strong appeal to
them, would be to engage Nelson Rockefeller's IBEC organization with its
subsidiary, Technical Services, Inc., to perform for the Government of Iran
the same type of "disinterested" advisory managerial services that they
have made available to several of the Latin American countries during the
past couple of years. Fortunately, a current issue of NEWSWEEK, the one
bearing a cover picuure of Nelson, described this organization in favorable
terms and coming close on the heels of my own recommendation, seemed to per-
suade them that they would do well to engage IBEC.

The other possibility I suggested, would be to arrange, if
possible, for a consortium of widely known consulting firms, representing a
diversity of special talents to act as General Consultant. In this latter
connection, I explained that the Government should not use for general
advisory purposes any firm which looked forward to securing any contracts
of importance under the program. My reasoning here will be obvious to you
as it was to them. At the same time, they must avail themselves of the
highest order of skill and broad experience that we have in this country.
The way to do it, it seemed to me, would be to bring together a large enough
group of outstanding consulting firms to insure against any emphasis on sub-
sequent special interests of anyone in the group. This plan also received
general approval. It appeared to have some advantages over IBEC in that
the agencies called upon would be long established organizations with con-
spicuous records of successful achievement, whereas the IBEC group is new
and would be faced with the necessity of putting together an organization
to undertake such an extensive program in a new area of the world. In favor
of IBEC, of course, was the unimpeachable integrity attached to Nelson's
name and record and the fact that Technical Services, Inc. would not under
any circumstances consider actual contract work growing out of its consulting
services.

The upshot of these discussions was that I should explore both
of these possibilities in particular as well as any others which came to light
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and make tentative arrangements which might be quickly developed into a
firm contract the moment the bill is passed. It was generally agreed that
the first few weeks and even the first few days would be critical in de-
termining the course of the program. The fact was recognized with some
apprehension that there are a considerable number of "experts" and con-
tractors and material suppliers of all nationalities and persuasions in
Teheran ready to benefit from the three-quarters of a billion dollars
equivalent which promises to become available as soon as the bill is
passed. For this reason, the Government wished to have its General Con-
sultant on the job at that critical time. Therefore, as soon as I reached
New York, I met with Nelson and his principal associates and described the
Iranian situation. Although Nelson himself seemed enthusiastic about this
opportunity to broaden his field of activities, some of his associates and
advisers felt that for them to take tart in this might be misconstrued in
this country as taking the Arab side of the present Middle East conflict
and that Nelson would do well to keep his name out of it. During my absence
in South America, the whole matter was referred to the "Elder Statesmen" of
that general group and I have just learned that the final decision is to
allo* the Jewish - Arab trouble to settle itself a bit before the Rockefeller
interests move into the Middle East. This bit of information should not be
made public but I feel that you must have it yourself to understand what has
taken place. I shall find some other reason to explain their unavailability
at this time.

About the time I left Iran, I learned that a group of widely
known American consulting firms had been brought together in Washington and
requested by our own Government to act as a group in makirft certain economic
and industrial studies in Japan. This group was formed under the name of
Overseas Consultants, Inc. and, as you no doubt know better than I, did a
thorough job for the Government and rendered a bulky report a few months ago,
after which the group was dissolved. It occurred to me at once that if this
very same group could be reconstituted without any connection with our Govern-
ment, of course, it would be exactly what we were looking for. With this in
mind, I met a few of the top men in the companies concerned at lunch and put
the situation up to them. At a subsequent lunch, which included nearly all
the heads of the group, we went into the possibility more fully and during
my recent absence, it appears that they have about reached the decision to
reorganize and make themselves available through a reincarnation of Overseas
Consultants, Inc. to the Government of Iran.

It will be another day or two before the decision becomes final,
at which time I shall meet with them for a detailed discussion of terms and
conditions which can be reported to Teheran upon my return. It is to complete
these arrangements that I am now remaining in New York and it is very largely
to discuss them in Washington that will take me down there next week.

The cable I received today from Ebtehaj to which Ireferred
earlier is quoted below -
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"BILL WILL PROBABLY RECEIVE UNANIMOUS APPROVAL PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

WHEN IT HOLDS FINAL SESSION SOON STOP PRACTICALLY ALL MAIN POINTS

ALREADY APPROVED STOP HOPE RATIFICATION WILL BE COMPLETED NEXT TWO

MONTHS STOP MEANWHILE WITHOUT AWAITING FINAL RATIFICATION GOVERNMENT

WILL ASK PARLIAMENT AUTHORIZE ENGAGEMENT SEVERAL TOP FOREIGN TECHNICAL

EXPERTS IN ORDER TO COMMENCE WORK ON PREPARATION DETAILED PROJECTS STOP

INTEND ASK INTERBANK ASSIST IN SELECTING THESE MEN REGARDS"

This is the latest of a series of cables I have been receiving
since leaving Teheran either from various officials of the Government or from
John Wiley, our Ambassador there, forwarding messages from such officials.
Apparently the program is moving ahead satisfactority though, of course, 'I
have no way of knowing what changes have been made. The last cable to reach
me iti Bogota was from John Wiley, stating that "Ebtehaj and others" requested
that I ,return to Teheran as soon as possible with the information I had
promised to secure.

The cable quoted above indicates that the International Bank
will be asked at least to express an opinion and, perhaps, to take more definite
action in connection with the engagement of what Ebtehaj refers to as "experts".
I am quite sure that what he means by this term is the sase thing as I call
the "General Consultant" although the plan as drafted provides for a consider-
able number of specialists in various fields, such as agriculture, public
health, communications, port development, etc.

I have gone into the foregoing matters at such length to bring
you generally up to date with this program as I have been concerned with it.
I would appreciate it very much if you would pass this along to the interested
Loan officers or whomever else in the Bank is concerned with it. As soon as
I can fix the date for my Washington visit, I shall telephone to you and see
what can be done about the general meeting mentioned earlier.

While in this letter I mentioned only Iran, I have been in-
terested for some time, as you no doubt know, in generally corresponding
plans and programs which are in various stages of development in other Middle
Eastern countries. Perhaps we can touch on some of these at the same time.

Meanwhile, with best personal regards, I am

As ever,

easton Thornburg

P.S. - Since dictating the foregoing, I have just this morning had a short
but significant meeting with the entire group involved in Overseas Consultants,
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Inc. They have just told me that they have actually incorporated for the
purpose of undertaking the program referred to above and any others of that
general nature which become available. I have a copy of their articles of
incorporation and a draft of the proposal ihich they suggest I discuss with
the Government of Iran upon my return. Therefore, we may consider that this
group is definitely available for the purpose outlined and that the Inter-
national Bank will be called upon to express an opinion concerning its com-
petence and other qualifications for the task. If the International Bank
members concerned with this are not already familiar with the earlier history
of the original Overseas Consultants, Inc., I suggest that they take a quick
look at its record.

M.W
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OFF E MEMORANDUM COWIA~

TO: Mr. AS.G oar, DATE: 4 August 1948

FROM: F. G. Boehenski . 7j.

SUBJECT: Ii'ai
DECLASSIFIED Cv

JUN 0 6 2013 'Sf a
WBGARCHME. Mr. James Somerville, Commercial Attaeh4 of the U.S. Embassy

in Tehran is spending soi;7ime in Washington. He has already, seen Messrs.
Iliff, Barland and Consolo and should like to pay you a wisit as well as
try to see the President, Vice-President and the U.S. Executive Director.

On Mr. Consolo's request I have been keeping currently in
touch with Mr. Somerville, who was most cooperative and in particular,
made available to me some of his official files containing valuable inform-
ation on developments and economic conditions in Iran.

The following points, gathered from contacts with Mr. Somerville
may be of some interest to you:

2. Political stabilitl. The change of government in December
1947 from Ghavam to HakilMsiginified a thorough shift in policy, the importance
of which - though not necessarily its trend - can be compared, in Mr.
Somerville's words, to the change from the Hoover to the New Deal Administra-
tion. This and other political and international factors presumably account
for delays and waverings in Iran's approach t6 its develpment plans and -
consequently - to negotiations for a loan.

- The governmental crisis in June 1948 (change from Hakimi to
Hajir) will presumably not initiate any deeper changes. Hajir was Finance
Minister under Ghavam; he is supposed to have a sound approach to economic
problems.

A possible return of Ghavam to power would, if arqthing,
rather accelerate the carrying out of present economic plans.

The Shah, who in Mr. Somerville's opinion - represents the
strongest single iBTiece in Iran is interested in the Seven Year Plan
and has appointed his younger brother, a graduate (with honors) from Harvard,
to act as his liaison officer with regard to all matters connected with the
plan.

3. Seven Year Plan. This plan, which - as we know - is largely
similar to previous plans arising out of the Morrison-Knudsen report, has
been introduced to the Majliss on May 4th. It was originally planned that
it should pass the legisla ion in August but the Shah's temporary absence
may cause some delay.

There seems to be no substantial oppsition to the plan, apart
from the -Tudeh party. Mr. Taisadeh, in particular, appears to be reconciled
with the plan now and Mr. Ebtehaj's position has recently been rather
strengthened.

OFFICE SERVICES 17.10



The greatest discussion will probably arise with regard to
the powers and terms of reference for authorities to be in charge of the
plan's operations. At one time the Hakiuigovernment had whittled down
considerably the role of the Central Directing Agency and - as things
look now - most of the specific decisions would have to be made by the
Government itself. This was strongly criticised by M. W. Thornburg,
who advocated greater power to a firm of technical advisers (to act in
part as Central Agency for the Plan.) Separate jobs would be distributed
by this Agency under contracts.

This raises the problem of foreign supervision of ary projects
or loans in Iran, Mr. Somerville believes that a great part of governmental
people - among them the more responsible elements - would in fact welcome
some asount of control from outside as a guarantee against graft and misuses.
Few laders, however, and certainly not Mr. Ebtehaj, would openly admit such
considerations.

4. Attitude to loan. What has been said above applies also
to the problem of a loan from the Bank which is being frequently discussed
in public.

I pointed out to Mr. Somerville and he agreed, that these
public controversies pro and contra a loan from the IERD (usually associated
with figures above the $200 million mark) seems somewhat unrealistic and 4at
not reflected, at the moment, by ary more vivid contacts, let alone negotia-
tions, between the Bank and Iran.

While former Prime Minister Uakimi is knowif to have said in
January 1948 that the country did not need a Bank loan, opposite tendencies
seem to prevail now.

5. As you may remembe Ulen Realisation Corporation, represented
by Mr. F. A. Rediker, has repeated~y approached the Ban co in cnnection with
their claims against Iran, Mr. Somerville has told me that Mr. Rediker,
while criticising the Department of State for being alledgedly indifferent
to these claims, boasted that Mr. Garner had told him the Bank would grant
no loan to Iran until his claims were settled.

6. Finally, Mr. Somerville asked whether he could see a copy of
our letter to Minister F. Noury Esfandiary dated March 30, 1948. This is
the letter erplaining in general terms the Bank's approach to developaent
loans. As it hardly contains any confidential material and practically
nothing about Iran, I would see no objection to letting Mr. Somerville see
it confidentially, but told him, of course, that I would have to ask ny
superiors about that.

Could I, p have urdiion with regard to the last
matter,



CONSULTANT DISTRICT 8 11*

INTERNATIONAL-INDUSTRIAL

SEP 13R n
FRANK H. REDIKER

1135 SIXrBNTH STRFET, . .

WASHIWTON, ).G.

September 11

Xr. John J. McCloy,
President,
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development,
1818 "Hu Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. McCloy:

I am sending for your information a nemorandum on
Recent American Diplomacy in Iran" prepared by Dr.
A. C. Millspaugh of the Brookings Institution, mhich
deals with current political, financial and economic
conditions in Iran.

After you and other officers in the Bank have read
Dr. Millspaught s Memorandum, I am confident, yon will
appreciate the motives mhich prompted me, on behalf of
my principals, to file with you, on October 16, 1947,
the Petition of the Ulen Realization Corporation, et
al, to deny the application of the Goverment of Iran
for a $250,000,000. loan, or any part thereof, until
the Government of Iran recognizes and discharges its
financial obligations.

Sincerely yours,

Frank H. Rediker,
Agent and Attorney-in-fact
ULE!N REAT.TIm CCEPaMVIm,

nclosure

cc and enclosure to Mr. B1,
# a 1, " a'Mr. Garner,

Mr. Iliff,
Mr. Parker*
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Fx9;w No. 57

INTERNATk .'BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION A.... JEVELOPMENT

FFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R.L. r DATE: 20 August 191.

FROM: W.A.B.

SUBJECT: Iran

The Iranians telephoned e this morning and asked when we should be

in a position to let them have a reply. I therefore asked Noury-Isfandiary to

call on me, which he did this afternoon accampanied by Nemasee the 0Comercial

Counselor. I went over the whole situation with them an they agreed to accept

a letter in the terms of the attached.

They seemed quite pleased with the line that the Bank had taken.

They haa already made some preliminary soundings with Overseas Consultants and

were rather taken aback to hear the size of the fees that would be charged. They

are of the following order:-

(a) A retaining fee of $10,000 a month.

(b) Per dies fees for individuals employed An Iran on the
work varying from $250 a day for partners down to about
$75 a day for Junior technicians.

I do not think myself that these fees are unreasonable having regard to the

magnitude of the operation which the Iranians wish to have carried out.

Noury-Estfandiary is reporting back to his Goverment at once en

the basis of our letter. I handed him a copy of the draft and he said he would

be quite happy to receive the authoritative copy over your signature dated 20

August, after you return to ashington.

Attachment:



room, N. 57
) INTERNATIO,.. -BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION Ahu JEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 17, 1948

FROM: E. A. Bayne

SUBJECT: IRAN

Conversation with Mr. Clyde Dunn, United States State Department

Yesterday I had a meeting with Mr. Clyde Dunn, Chief of
the Political Desk for Iran in the State Department, with specific
reference to the Bank's recommendation to Iran that a firm of
technical consultants including possible nationals of other Allied
countries, be utilized to work with the Supreme Planning Board for
detailed aspects of the proposed Seven-Year Plan.

1. While there is no formal alignment of British and
American policy in Iran, there is, according to Mr. Dunn, relatively
constant consultation between the two governments and general agree-
ment on the method of approach toward economic development in that
country. Overhanging all considerations to both governments, Dunn
said, was the stratsgic consideration of the area, but beyond this,
it is believed that any joint approach to Iranian internal political
problems is unnecessary. All manner of assistance by Allied
countries is to be encouraged for its obvious propaganda values
within the country. Mr. Dunn particularly pointed out the work of
the Near East Foundation in thirty-five villages in Van around
Tehran where a party of medical and social workers have been making
efforts to raise health standards and facilities on a community
basis. He felt that the Seven-Year Plan was somewhat visionary
but that in general the Bank's effort to break down such a plan
into given projects which would make economic sense in themselves
was sound.

2. On the specific question of whether the Uited States
would have any objection to the Bank suggesting that technical
consultants suggested by the Bank include other Allied nations,
Dunn felt that there would be no objection and confirmed this view
by checking with the Economic Development Division of the State
Department (Mr. Havelik).

3. Mr. Dunn felt that the Bank was unusually favored
in its operations in Iran and the Middle East generally in having
Mr. Iliff in charge of operations. Dunn felt that Mr. Iliff was
one of the best informed government representatives for the area.



CALSE RECKID FRU IZEM ON AUGUST 6, 948

Jar the completion of the Seven Years' Plan, the

services of thirty foreign specialists is required.

Seven should be highly qualified and experienced in the

following lines:

1 - Agriculture

2 - Irrigation

3 - Industries

4 - Petroleum and mining

5 - Construction of public works

6 - Railway administration and operation

7 - Economics, international trade and markets

These seven specialists should be belect#A in con-

sultation with the International Bank for Reanstruction

and Development and should reach Iran about the end of

September and remain until the end of March, working under

the instructions of the Supreme Planning Board. The seven

highly qualified specialists are to select the other twenty-

three men to assist them in their particular line of work.

These twenty-three men are to proceed to Iran as required.

Please refer the matter to the President of the

International Bank and report the result as soon as possible.



INTERNATIONA 3ANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND VELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. W.A Iliff DATE: July 2 1948

FROM: F. A. Consolo -

SUBJECT: IRAN

Following on my memorandum with which I sent you the fifth
article on the Seven *ear Plan, attached are: (1) text of the Finance
Minister's message to Parliament presenting the draft of the la for
the realisation of the Seven Year Plan extracted from the Journal de

X"' Tehran of May 6th and (2) the first of the series of articles on the
Seven Year Plan, entitled "The Old and the New," extracted from the
Journal de Tehran of May 7th with the initialled signature F.

The new program of development, whilst covering the same
fields and coming up to the same total of 21 billion rials (about

. $660 million) as the program on which an Iranian press release was
made in January of this year, has, nevertheless, certain differences
iw, some of the sectors. Thus, for example, agriculture and irrigation
have ,been increased by $47 million, road and railroad development have
been reduced by $40 million, industries and mines have been increased
by $18 million, post and telecommunications have been decreased by
$9 million, power and water distribution have been decreased by $16
million and the public health program has been decreased ty $16 million.

The means for financing the Seven Year Plan are substantially
the same and make provisions for the allocation of all 1OC royalties
to the implementation of the plan, a loan of 4.5 billion rials from the
Bank Melli, and a $250 million from IN. The sale of government
properties is no longer contemplated. Articles V through VII of the
draft of the law are particularly interesting.

It may be a case of wishful thinking but I was struck te the
fact that certain of the concepts illustrated in your letter of March
30 to Mr. Noury-Esfandiary find their place in the articles of the draft
of the law, particularly Articles VII through XI.

The leading article is particularly interesting for the com-
prehension of the Bank's attitude on the loan when it was first broached.

Subsequent to the presentation of the draft of the Jaw, the
Hakimi cabinet resigned and ve have no indication as yet of the position
of the new Hajir cabinet in this matter.

Don't you find it surprising that, contrary to what was done
in January last, the Iranian representatives in Washington have made
no mention to us of the degelopments of the Seven Year Plan and that
we should gather this information so late and quite accidentally through
outdated Iranian newspapers?

cc: Mr. Hill

OFFICE SERVICES 17.O



JOURNAL DE TEHRAN

May 6, 1945

Sunday. may 2, 1948, mr. Nadja, Minister for Fane, submitted

to the Chamber of Deputies the draft of a law for the realisation of the

Seven Year Plan:

To the National Parliament,

The unsatisfactory condition of the country has drawn the attention

of the deputies and the governments have always taken this into consideration.

The governments have always realized the deficiencies of the country,

have insisted on the necessi for economic reform and have taken these

-matters under consideration,

If up to the present the governments have not been able to do anything

-in this field, it is because they have not been able to devote the cessary

time to carrying out studies on the subject. It was not clear how and from

where these reforme had to start.

This is the reason why, before starting on this wrk, it was nec-

essary to study in detail the deficiencies to be filled.

Fortunately, the study of the reforms was delegated sme time ago

to a group of specialists who succeeded at the end of their work in discover-

ing the principal reasons for our economic and social deficiencies and con-

sequently proposed efficient and useful methods of remedying them. The

points mentioned below summarise the reasons for these deficiencies and for

the unsatisfactory condition of the country:

1. Iran in the course of several centuries was not

able to benefit from progress realised by other civilised

countries in the world and under the reign of the late

Reza Chah Pablavi, whilst the government was rapidly bringing



about economic and social reforms, our country had to

face the miseries deriving from the @bmnd World War

and consequently had to stop not only its forward

march but in addition had to face deprivations and a

moral and material weakening.

2, A part of our social deficiencies such as

illiteracy, illnesses, etc. are the result of our

economic weakness. If necessary measures are taken

for the improvement of our economic systam and for the

creation of wealth-producing enterprises, it is certain

that our social deficiencies will be remedied.

3. Rferms. .t be real.ed siultaneously in all

economic and social fields as the effort deveted in ne

field to the detriment of another would not be fruitful,

for the paucity of our means is such that se govermt

could not, without the collaboration of the people, pro-

vide for the xtni-ma needs and realize the reforms aemidered.

It is indispensable that there should be close and active

collaboration between the government and the citisens.

1* The financial capacity of the country is not

sufficient to allow us, without recourse to foreign capital,

to realise our economic and social reforms exclusively with

our own resources.

. The collaboration between the government and the

citisens on the one hand and recourse to foreign capital

on the other will be possible only if a detailed plan is
included

drawn up in which will be/the scope of the projects and

the means ty which the reforms will be carried to an end.



In considering the points mentioned above, it was necessary

to establish a practical and detailed plan which should be reinforced

by law so that the changes in government would in no way influence

the implementation of the economic plan, but on the contrary, that

each new government coming into power should be able to continue it,

I therefore submit a draft for a law to the approval of

Parliaent.

Draft of Law Relating to Seven Year Plan

Article I. With a view to increasing the production, developing

exports, providing for the needs of the population of the country,

eeending agricultural and industrial activity, exploiting mines and

underground riches, principally oil, improving and completing the means

of ommnication, improving general health, taking all necessary

measures for the development of the country and increasing the sabdard

of life of the population and lowering the cost of living, the govern-

ment must in Ue space of seven years, starting from the approval of this

law, realise all the reforms and take all measures possible which con-

stitute the seven year plan.

Article II. The sums allocated to each economic and social field

and destined to the realisation of the Seven Tear Plan are the following:

Chapter 1. Agriculture

Stu#r of scientific installation 400 million rials
Conservation of livestock 1100 * 
Forestry and Pastures 450 0 *
Development of Agricultural Production 900
Increase in capital of the Agricultural Bank 100
Participation in the capital of coopera-

tive societies 350
Purchase of materials and preparation of

commercial fertilizers 200 W
Irrigation and dam 30

Total 65W X U



Chapter 2. Highways, Railroads, Ports and Airports

Railroads and highways 2000 iaillio rials
Road surfacing 1050 *
Ports 2503
Airports 400 0

Total 3700 U U

Chapter 3. Industry and ines

Textile industries 1400 4
Sugar industries 500 "F
steel mills 550
Chemical industries 450 3

Building materials 150 V 0
Rug Manufacture and other industries 100 U U

Mins 45o I!

Total 3600 U

Chapter 4. Oil

Capital for the creation of an
Iranian oil company 1000 a U

Chapter 5. Post and Teleommanicatins

Improvement in postal system 300 a U

Improvement in telegram system and
radio transmitting stations 400 a

Total 1700 8 U

Chapter 6. Social and Public Works Reform

Construction of low cost dwellings 1500 a U
Loans to municipalitie for water

and installation of electric power
plants 1000 U U

Prophylactic measures for the devel-.
opesnt of general hygiene 1000 U

Assistance to technical institutions
for the instruction of specialists
and the improvement of the standard
of industrial and agricultural
instruction 1000 8 U

Planning and statistics 300 U U
Construction of prisons in principal

towns 200 U U

Other public works 500

Total 55Df U U

Grand Total 21,000 w U



All the ss which are allocated to the different chapters under

Article II will be exclusively destined for the specified purposes. If

the amounts estimated for one chapter are insufficient or too great for

the requirements, the government mr increase or dimiish then up to 10%.

The government is authorised in the space of four months from the approval

of this law to prepare a detailed plan within the limits of estimated credits

for each year in each field and to submit it to the Chamber of Deputies.

Article In. The amounts mentioned in Artile II will be apportioned

as follows for the years 1327 (1948-49) 1,000 million rials, 1328-2,000

mon ras, 1329-2,800, 1330-3,300 million rials, 1331-3,50 ml

rialfs 1332-3,600 milion rials, 1333-3,600 million rials, 1334-2.,200

million tials# The government is authorised in case of need to reduce up

to 10% the credits allocated for one year and to carry then forward to the

next years.

Article IV. The amounts mentioned in Article III wilf be proportionately

divided between the different provinces of the country in such a my that the

share of each one of then, in the course of the seven years, shall not be loss

than 1,000 million rials.

Article V. In the year 1327 600 million rials and in the following years

up to the and of the Seven Year Plan all the government revenues from AIOC will

be used for the implementation of the plan. After the expiration of the seven

year period, the revenues mentioned above will be used for the amortisation of

the loans which in conformity with this law will have been contracted for the

realisation of the plan.

Article VI. In order to complete the su for the realisation of the

Seven Year Plan the government is authorised: (1) to borrow from the Bak helli

Iran up to 4,,500 million rials during seven years at an interest rate of 2%.

For each year the amount borrowed must not exceed 750 million rj&1q (2 nego-

tdations will be started with the International Bank for Reconstruction and



Development for a loan of $250 minions on terms to be approved by both

parties. This amount will be directly employed in productive enterprises.

However, any agreement between the International Bank and the government

in this field can be definite only after the approval of the Chamber of

Deputies.

Article VII. The revenues accruing regularly from the implementation

of the Seven Year Plan will be first of all added to the amounts necessary

for the implementation of the plan and will continue to be allocated in the

same way as long as the loans contracted by the government will not have

been amortised.

Article VIII. The preparation of the preliminary plans for the realisa-

tion a the Seven Year Plan, the control of the work, the creation of the

collaboration between thevarious services of the plan and in general the

control of the plan will be in charge of a committee composed of five people

proposed by the government and approved by HIM Chahinhah. The members of

this committee will be remnerated and wil not accept any other post during

their functions.

Article I. In the following cases proposals will be made by the Control

ommittee to the government and wll be able to be executed after government

approvals

(a) In respect of the method of work, the annual distributidn of

the credits within the different fields.

(b) In respect of detailed yearly budgets for the Seven Tear Plan.

(a) In respect of the regulations and statutes relating to the

realisation of the Seven Tear Plan.

(d) In respect of plans and detailed projects of work as well as

their priority.

(e) In respect of monthly and annual reports an each service engaged

in the realisation of the Seven Tear Plan.



(f) In respect of the general agreements which mast be

contracted for the realisation of the Seven Tear Plan.

NOTEt The measures which will be necessary for the

acceleration of the work of the Seven Year Plan and

which would not require the application of financial

settlements will be taken by the government on proposal

of the Control Committee.

Article I. The Control Committee mast gather the resilts of the activities

of the services engaged in the realisation of the Seven Year Plan and must con-

pqre then in special registers. It will have, from a financial and technical

point o view, to draw up a report at the end of each moth and submit it to

the government accompanied lg observations. At the end of each year, it will

moreover, draw up a similar report of the activitie, of the different services

and will submit it to the government. It must also after the first quarter of

each year draw up accounts of all expenses of the preceding quarter and send it

for examination to the Court of Accounts. In order to follow the efficient

operation of the work and obtain all the information desired, the Control Coa.

mittee is authorised to address itself directly to the services entrusted with

the execution of the plan and in case of need, ask them for statements of accounts.

It mist also bring to the government's attention the deficiencies noted and the

criticism it has on the application of the plan. On its side, the government

must imdiately take action on the report of the Control Comittee and give

such instructions as to eliminate within one year the reasons for criticism and

complaint.

Article II. The Control Commttee will have at its disposal a sufficient

number of experts and staff in order to prepare the desired projects and to

faeraise technical and financial control, Their remimerations will be included



in the aduainistrative budget of the Seven Tear Plan and will be paid by

government desree. The m.mbera and staff necessary for the realization of

the Seven Year Plan will be persons amongst the staff of the ministries

and administrations. If amongst the staff the desired experts cannot be

found, other personnel can be engaged. The Control Cmittee can, with the

agreement of the government, engage foreign experts for a duration not

exceeding one year for the realization of the plan.

Article II. The statute of the Control Comittee and the other regu-

lations relating to the realization of this law will be approved by the

_gventment. Each m nistry is responsible for the application of this law

within'the framework of its Jurisdiction and responsibility.

The President of the Council:
Ibrhim Hakini.

Minister for Finace
Nadja



JOUMJA. D3 TEHRAN

SEVEN YMd PUAN

lo THE OLD AND THE NEW

UY 7, 1948

On Sunday last Mr. Jadja, Minister for Finance submitted to the Chamber

the draft law of the Seven Tear Plan and on Wednesday, the six bureaus of

Parliament each elected three members which will form a special comission

for the purpose of studying the plan and preparing a report for the legislative

body.

The conception of a Seven Year Plan for Iran does not date from yesterday

--- for the government under the reign of the late Roaa Chah Pahlavi, ten years

ago t be exact, the founder of the present ynasty, had considered a seven

year plan for the economc development of our country. However, World War

difficulties of all sorts put this matter in the backgrond of the thoughts

of the governments and it was only after the solution of tge Aserbaidjan question,

Mr. Ghavam took up again the idea of a seven year plan for Iran. For two years

the studies which have been made around this plan, although not modifying it

in principle, have changed one of its elements. The Ghavam cabinet had easti

mated expenditures totalling approximately 6 billion rials and extending over

seven years, i.e. 6.5 million rials per year.

This plan had not only the scope of the enomic development of Iran but

also of the reform of our administration as such*

At that time, although the majority of experts had pronanced themselves

in favor of a plan for Iran, thay had criticised the Ghavam plan, reproachig

the mixture of administrative reforms which mast be the daily and ordinary

preoccupation of a government, with a particular plan which must be realised

outside the administrative and political activities and which must aim at

establishing new bases for the development of our country.
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At that time as the Chamber ws not in session, Mr. Ghavam was not

able to submit his plan and when the Fifteenth Legislature met it had,

first of all, to consider the problem of oil in the north. A muisteria

crisis followed and Mr. Ghavam had to give up his post which passed to

Mr. Hakiul..

The new President of the Council, contrary to what one as given to

understand, had never opposed a plan for the development of our country

bt considered that certain conditions in the one drawn up during the

Ghavam administration did not fit in with the situation of our country.

Thus it was that Mr. Ghavam had considered as a Ostarter of the plan

a oan of $250 million from the International Bank.

Conversations wee held between representatives of the government

and of the Bank but it was quickly realized that this international organ-

isation was not in a position to loan to Iran unless our country was able

to prove that this loan would be utilized for productive purposes and that

the increase in resources due to the realisation of the plan would be

sufficient to cover the loan. In effect the International Bank would not

accept the Iranian Government's request and this was one of the reasons

why the studies had to be modified. On the other hand, the new cabinet,

whilst recognising that loans from the International Bank cannot be

assimilated with those from a foreign country, considered that a loan

was always a dangerous thing and that one had to have recourse to it only

as a last resort and with the certainly that this loan would be utilized

to its maxim- and would lead to an increas. of production and exports

so as to be able to be amortized without affecting the ordinary resources

of the country (direct and indirect taxes, customs revenues, *to.).
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This is why, differing from the first seven year plan, the plan,which

is at present to be studied by the special commisio of the Chamber,

contemplates only as a last resort and after two years an eventual

approach to the International Bank. On the other hand, whilst the first

seven year plan provided that these $250 million, if and when granted,

would be devoted to the realisation of the plan as such, the now plan

in its Article VI says that "this sum will be directly eployed for

productive enterprises.* Finally, as it is a loan from abroad, even

if it is not a loan from a foreign government, the authors of the plan

have wanted to assure the Chamber that it will not find itself before

tfait accozpli" and that Parliament, after having been duly informed of

the'realisation of the plan during the first two years, will have to

approve or reject a loan from the International Baa*. (Article VI of

the draft).

The first plan contemplated the sale of certain gbvernment enter-

prises against which sale violent criticisms had been launched but the

second plan has abandoned this idea considering that the Government

must conserve its enterprises as present circumstances do not allow

not only for the sale at acceptable terms but also their exploitation

in the interest of the country.

These enterprises will form part of the seven year plan and will

be equally charged with its realisation. They will profit from the

economic development of the country and will be able to be transferred

to private enterprise at more favorable conditions for the government,

if it so decides. As another reference from the first seven year plan,

the total cost of the second asounts to only 21 billion rials which

represents 3 billion rials per year. As this sum will be entirely

drawn on extraordinary revenues such as those of AIOC, the Bank Xllli



Iran loan and eventually on a loan from the International Bank, it will

not affect the current receipts and expenditures of the adnnistration.

This particular characteristic of the secnd sevan year plan is brought

further into light 1 the budget which the government has submitted to

Parliament which contains two partes O the one side, the current axpenses

and on the other the special credits for urgent reforms such as the

rehabilitation of roads which met fall within the normal activity of the

government and not be part of the seven year plan. If this budgetary

system will be aintained in the future, the economic development of Iran

will be pursued on two distint bat paralll tracks: the udgetar racks

an4 the track of the seven year plan.


